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[The Burrill National Bank
OF"

Offers

ELLSWORTH

Depositors the Safety Assured by
System of Banking

the National

Frequent Examinations by Government
Examiners in addition to at least five published and
sworn Government reports each year
Not

a

Union Trust Co.
Burrill National bank.
Lydia Pink ham's remedies.
County Commissioners tax notice.
Charles P Cunt-Bankrupt’s petition.
Airor notice—Est of Charles Sporling.
C L Morarg—Semi-annual sale.
Probate notice—Abby M Pulton et als.
Est Mary Piske Stoughton.
"
—Est Clarence Stoughton Fiske.
Baboo*:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
Portland, Mb:
Union Mut Life InaCo.
Bouton:
*
W J Phelps—Commission merchant.
Clhvbi and, O:
I
The Victor Oil Co-Agents wanted.
SCHBDULB OF MAILS

or

Savings, Solicited.

•ffta Dee.

lull.

mail cLonas at

m.

Ooimo Wbst—10.30,11.30 a m; 5.15,9 pm.
Ooiao East—4.46 a m; 8.45, 6 pm.

Registered mail should be at postofflce half

an

Best Funds For Travelers
afforded by Our American Banker*’ Association Traveler*' Cheque* cashable in all part* of
the world, and in whatever kind of money you
want. It’* the eafrnt and aureM way to have flrencial comfort while traveling; and you can get
it at wonderfully little coat. Aak for full information.
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to

10

m.

Work

visit of

a

a

few

days

in Lewiston.

Wra, H. H. Rice relief corps will
supper at Grand Army
evening at 6 o’clock.

hall

Fred

CDCCH

riVCrOU

serve

to-morrow-

.—.-I

hi

.i

a

delivery

day.

command*

very pleasant affair. The second dance
in the series will be given Wednesday of
next week.

a

meeting of the literature club which
postponed from Monday evening on

The
was

storm, will be held next
Monday evening, Jan. 22, at the home of
Mrs. E. E. Rowe.

account of the

wagon.

DON’T FORGET
my stock of Groceries. Provisions, Fruit,
(’ttce, etc., I am now carrying
FRESH

Btanquefort

died Saturday at his hom«j in Nobleboro, where he moved laet fall.
The first of the subscription dances at
Society hall last Wednesday' evening, was

I find tlmt lota of people
don't know that I'm running

..i—

W. Chandler, formerly of Bar Harmember of

a

ery,

KEARNS’

Goods Delivered
that to

bor,

every

Rev. P. F. Flanagan celebrated requiem
high mass at St. Joseph’s Catholic church
yesterday morning in memory of DeputySheriff Edward T. Finn, who was drowned
Nov. 22 at Green lake.

Pro-

Officers of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M.,
will be in*«ta lied to-morrow evening by
Rev. R. B. Mathews, grand chaplain of the
grand lodge of Maine. A social will follow. Masons and families are invited.

MEATS

TELEPHONE tt.

The

Bayside

Proxy.”

7<> lb*,

ROCK SALT
Kerosene Oil
Amitite

bag.

bushel
45c per

to

bag.
7c per

Uwing

_

gallon by

we

have

now

Ellsworth.

known brands of
Winter Wheat

following
Fancy Patent

well-

fhyir:

DELIVERY.

ELLSWORTH FALLS, MAINE.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
C. C. Burrill & Son

ONE
FOR

to Loan
ox

Productive Real 'Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper

Municipal
of approved

and Other Bonds

legality

ascertained

and

ELLSWORTH. ME

blacksmith
and

ea.'Mi. for

gent

GEOROE s. OBER,

Shoeing

In the afternoon he will accomimnv Rev. I* A. A. Killarn to Hancock, and
in the evening he will address a union
meeting at the Baptist church.

Fred U. Smith received a serious injury
last Wednesday, w hen a load of hay on
wr icb he was riding was blown over on
the Waltham road. Mr. wmith was thrown
against the stone abutment of the Snackford bridge and his left hand was broken.
Owing to swelling, it has been impossible
as yet to set the crushed and broken bones.
Mr. Smith will be laid up for some time.
The many in Ellsworth who knew Mrs.
Hattie L. V aughn w ill regret to learn of
her death which took place In Bangor Jan.
8. She was the widow of Dr. H. C. Vaughn,
who for ten or twelve years was editor of
Until Dr. Vaughn's
The American.
death about two years ago, she lived in
Foxcroft; she then went to Bangor to be
near her sister, Mrs. Emma P. Deunett.
the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Burrill national bank last
week, directors were elected as follows:
C. U. Burrill, O. W. Foss, Lewis Hodgkins, F. O. Silaby, C. R. Burrill. At the
directors’ meeting, the following officers
At

elected: C.C. Burrill, president; O.
Edward F.
W.
Foes, vice-president;
Small, cashier; Prank J. Dunleavy, assistant cashier.

Jobbing

of all kinds.
Water Street, Ellsworth.

is laid up with a disLast Saturday afterlooking after the thawing out

John P. Etdridge
Guarantee^ located shoulder.

DEALERS IN

STATE STREET,

Horse

YOU

on

strength.
IS

Owing to the severe weather fast week,
the lHSt two services planned for the week
of prayer were cancelled. Friday evening
of this week there will be a union service
at tbc Baptist church, and on the same
evening there will be a union service at
the Falls church, one of the Ellsworth

were

Improved,

ALSO

a

man,

woman or cmia.

solid sterling
silver picture
frame, with
size jxx
m.

postpaid for 36c.

Hooper Co.,

50

ISrouifielti Ht., liu*ion,

Mans

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD
New Location Manning Blk.

noon while
of some

pipes in the basement of the
Dirigo glove factory, Mr. Etdridge slipped
on a pile of butt-ends and fell, striking
his right shoulder against the foundation

wail.
The arm was dislocated at the
end the
ligaments
badly
shoulder,
He will carry his arm in a
strained.
some
time.
for
sling

Officers of Win. H. H. Rice relief corps
were installed last Thursday evening by
Past President Hannah Bonsey, assisted
by Louisa Goodwin, conductor, as fol-

lows:
President, Mary Lafflnj senior
Office Days: TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS vice-president, Mary Fields; junior vieeHannah
Bonsey; treasurer,
Bangor Office : 12 Grove St.
ellie Royal; chaplain, Laura Curtis; con-

Sresident,

of

Merchants’ association

It you wish for ar.y information regarding banking
to the UNION TRUST COMPANY.

or

investments,

apply

BANKING BY MAIL to meet your convenience.

Call

or

Write

UNION TRUST COMPANY
V
KILLED
Frank

ON

RAILROAD.

OBITUARY

Grexs, of Holden, Found Dead

Asa 8.

Barron,

oldest resi-

of the

one

the
have

Ellsworth
been

Near

blame.

bent

ELLSWORTH

the establish-

again.

Mr. Rankin is

electric

cars.

a

conductor

on

the

FALLS.
NORTH ELLSWORTH.

C. J. Treworgy began the winter sawing
knitting mill, the food
j fair committee has not
Edward Richardson is at home from
neglected plans for of staves and heads at his mill Monday.
;
Miss Penney, of Bangor, has been the Bangor.
the third annual fair, Feb. 19-24.
1
Alvin Maddocks and wife, of Nicolin,
of C. J. Treworgy and family a few
Nearly all the exhibition spaces have guest
were calling on friends here Sunday.
days.
here of

ment

a

sold, and with this feature taken
of, the committee may be depended
upon to furnish attractive amusement
features. .The plan of distributing gifts
been

cauwi,

church.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO.,

Money

oxner

pastors assisting.
Rev. W\ F. Berry, superintendent of the
Christian Civic League of Maine, w ill be
in Ellsworth next Sunday. In the morning he will speak at the Ellsworth Falls

Town Talk William Tell, Radiant
PROMPT

ana

The conferring of the decoration of
chivalry on a member of Nokorais Rebekah lodge, announced to take place at
Hancock ball January 24, has been postponed until the latter part of March or
early in April, owing to a recent death in
the family of the candidate.

Wa,cr Slree'

in stock the

storm

J. Atwood Bowden, who ret turned
few weeks ago after hauling up his
Vessel, the Willie L. Maxwell, in Bockland, for the winter, ia seriously ill at bis
home on Hancock street. Capt. Bowden's
health has been falling for some time.

WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE
that

me

Capt.

home

the barrel.

C. W. GRINDAL,

iO

energies

the last few weeks towards

the annual meeting of the Ellsworth Loan
and Building association, called for last
Monday evening, was postponed, owing to
the lack of a quorum, until Monday evening, Jan. 22, at 7.30.

Sheathing Paper

Roofing.

on

While the

dance announced to

be given at
grange hall Thursday evening of
this week has been postponed until Thursday of next week w hen it will be given in
connection with the play, “Popping by

Ellsworth

wish for RELIABLE BONOS for investment that will pay from
tofi per cent, you can always find them at the UNION TRUST
COMPANY.

If you
4 per cent

Phillips Lake.
dents of the Dollardtown district of West
Dedham, Jan. 15 (special)—The body of Ellsworth, died Monday morning, Jan. 16.
a man was discovered lying near the railMr. Barron had been failing in health for
C. L. Morang and K. G. Moore—heaved a road track in the vicinity of Phillips some years, but the immediate cause of
The thermometer lake, Dedham, about 7 o’clock this morn- his death was a paralytic shock which he
great sigh of relief.
in the window of Moore’s drug-store, ing, by the engineer of the Bangor and suffered two weeks ago.
His wife died Feb. 22, last. He leaves
which has marked the rise of the knitting Bar Harbor freight. The train was stopped
to investigate, and it was found that the six
mill prospects, blossomed out with Americhildren—Judson G., Albert R., Asa
body was frozen, having apparently been M. and Martha J. Barron,
all of Ellscan flags and the motto, “We’ve got it.”
lying there all night. It is supposed the worth; Mrs. Estelle M. Mac;Master and
Already preliminary work is being done man was struck and killed by a special Miss Effie A. Barron, of Lowell, Mass.
6
Sunon the Union shoe
The funeral was held at the home this
factory building to freight which passed about o’clock
day night.
afternoon.
get it in readiness for the knitting mill.
Authorities in Ellsworth were notified
Just what alterations and repairs will be when the train arrived there, and Sheriff
Union River Telephone Co.
made will be determined later this week, Jellison and Coroner Harry C. Austin
came to the scene of the accident, taking
Aurora, Jan. 16 (special)—At the annuwhen the knitting mill men arrive.
John Hlood, jr., who will operate the the body to Holden where it was identified al meeting of the Union River Telephone
mill here, is expected to-morrow.
Ar- as that of Frank Gregg, of East Holden, Co. held here
yesterday, H. T. Silsby, M.
rangements will at once be* made for a well known here, where he had been em- F. Silsby and F. 8. Silsby were elected dimeeting of the subscribers to stock to ployed about town in various capacities rectors. The directors at their meeting
take the initial steps for the forming of a for years.
elected H. T. Silt by treasurer and general
He left G. W. Brewrster’s, where he has
corporation to issue stock and receive
manager, and M. F. Silsby clerk.
lately been working, Sunday morning, to
subscriptions.
A Mst of the machinery to be moved to go to Phillips' lake fishing. He was acEllsworth from the Lewisburg mill has companied by Charles Gray, who says
WEST ELLSWORTH.
been submitted to manufacturers
for they visited a camp in the vicinity of the
Mrs. Alva Cunningham, who has been
valuation, and reports have already been lake occupied by some woodsmen, where
received from two of them.
they drank more or less. On leaving the seriously ill, is improving in health.
separated, Gray returning
The mill must be in operation March 1 camp they
Mary A. Smith left last Monday for
next. Samples will be gotten out at the borne and Gregg starting to visit some Port and to visit her
si9ter, Mrs. H. %R.
in
direction.
another
friends
soon
and
as
as
work
this
Lewisburg mill,
Seeds.
for
was
taken
to
Ellsworth
The body
is
completed, the machinery will be
William Carlisle went to North Sedgand an inquest.
examination
further
shipped to Ellsworth.
wick a few days ago. He is employed
Gregg was about fifty years old, and leaves
there by John Thurston.
a daughter and son.
FOOD FAIR PLANS.
Orrin Rankin, of Worcester, Mass., forof this place, was the guest of
An inquest was held this morning in merly
G. M. Cunningham and wife a f w days
Every Indication of Another Suc- Ellsworth, the verdict of the jury ex-t
All were pleased to to see him
onerating the railroad company from* recently.
cessful Exhibition.

Waltham, Mass.

Dexter

beyond question.

SURE.

Witliam Raymond, of Rochester, N. H.,

Rev. R. B. Mathews’ class in English
literature, which was to have met last
evening, has been postponed until next
Tuesday evening, Jan. 23.

at

MILL

Shoe
Factory Building
Already Berlin.
The knitting mill is assured.
On Sathas been spending a few days in Ellsurday the subscriptions to the stock
worth.
reached the required |15,000, and the chief
Mrs. Evelyn Stevens and daughter
Allfeea are visiting relatives in Boston and bustlers of the subscription committee—
from

Herbert C. Phillips and Miss Georgians
Jordan, both of Ellsworth, were married
Saturday at th»* Baptist parsonage, by
Rev. P. A. A. Kiliam.

Doughnuts

I( you are'tbinking of opening a bank account, subject to check, or it
you wish to open a savings account that drawB interest, apply to the
UNION TRUST COMPANY.

KNITTING

J. S. Donovan and wife have returned

:

Bangor. Main*.

Loal Bread

Officers of Nokomis Rebeka lodge were
installed last evening by Mrs. Elizabeth
Herrick, of Bluehill, district deputy, assisted by Mrs. Fannie Parker, of Bluehill,
as grand marshal.
The ceremon> was impressively performed. Following the in-

Dr. K. L. Grindle, of ML Desert, was
calling on friends in Ellsworth to-day.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.,,
Branch** a* Old r0wn, MaohiM and

a

Noted for its stability and integrity. An uninterrupted business career marked by distinctively conservative policies since iis
organization, has established its stability

cott, V. G.; Mrs. Harriet Giles, secretary;
Mrs. Letitia Brown,'treasurer; Mrs. Eva
Osgood, warden; Mrs. Millicent Dunn,
conductor; Mrs. Amanda Leland, chaplain; Miss Margaret Holmes, 1. G.; Mrs.
Louise Woodward, O. G.; Mrs. Ida Bellattv, R. 8. N. G.; Mrs. Jessie Brown, L.
8. N. G.; Mrs. Rena Staples, R. 8. V. U.;
Miss Heleu Nealley, L. 8. V. G.

posTornca

hour before mail closes.
No Sunday trains.
Postoffice open on Sunday from 9

surgeon, A. L. Richardson; chaplain,
A. W. Curtis; O. D., G. F. Haskell;
patriotic instructor, James I* Cook; 0. G.,
Nahum Mureh;9. M., John W.Armstrong;
Q. M. 8., Timothy Bresnaban. Post Commander Small enters upon his sixth terra
in that office.
The post now numbers
flfty-flve members in good standing, and
is in good shape financially.

stallation there was a banquet and an informal dance, with music by Monaghan’s
orchestra.
The new officers are: Miss
Ethel Brown, N. G., Mrs. Lillian Wes-

MAILS BBCS1VBD.

From Wbst—7.18 a m: 4.14,6.25 p m.
From Eabt-11.06, 11 AT a m: 5.47. 10.52 p

OF ELLSWORTH

True;

ST BLl.SWORTH POROmCI.

In

UNION TRUST COMPANY

Officers of Wm. H. H. Rice post, G.A.R.,
installed last Saturday afternoon, by
Past Commander A. VV.Curtis. The officers
are: P.C., William Small; 9. V. P. C.. William J. Lon nick; J. V. C\, johnO’Kief;
adjutant, D. L. Fields;
M., William fl.
were

—

Dollar Has Ever Been Lost by a Depositor in
Any National Bank in Maine.

Your Account, Chock

THIS WEEK.

No. 3.

abbrnffcmciut.

Stevens: guard, Mary Jordan; secretary, Maria Armstrong; assistant conductor, Louisa Goodwin; assistant
guard, Georgia Leland; color bearers, Lizzie Dean, Amanda Young, Ella Dunn,
Nancy Beckwith; musician, Kate Hooper.

*m'

NEW

INTUin AS SROOND- CLASS MATTBB t
AT TH K KLLS WORTH POHTOPFICR.
\

doctor, Minnie

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
m

|

1912

care

which proved so popular last year,
will again be a feature.
Music for dancing nnd during tbe afternoons will be furnished by Monaghan's
The arrangements
food lair orchestra.
for dances every evening will be practisame
as
last
the
year.
cally
The decorative scheme for the hall has
already been agreed upon, and will introduce some novel effects.
An exhibition which will be of special
interest in Ellsworth just now will be an
underwear knitting machine in operation.
The food fair boosters are busy, and the
fair of 1912 must be a success.

daily,
I

Pop Concert.
A “pop concert” will be Riven at Hancock hall Friday evening, Jan. 28, by the
Bangor band, 2d regiment, N. Q. 8. M.,
with
low.

twenty-four

men.

A dance will fol-

The affair is under the auspices of

the January committee of the Village imsociety composed of Henry E.
)avis and wife, John P. Eldridge and wife
Mrs.
and Francis M. Uaynorand wife.
Davis is chairman. Ice-cream, cake and
sold
will
be
throughout theevening.
punch
The committee hopes many out-of-town

Smovement
parties

will avail themselves of this oppor-

tunity to bear good music, as the railroad
will give reduced rates to parties of ten or
The committee is put to unusual
more.
expense in bringing an organization of
this size to Ellsworth, and it hopes that
everyone will take a personal interest in
making this a most pop-ular “pop”.
.PROGRAM.
Part One.
“The Federal March” (new).Sousa
Airs from the Comic Opera, “The Pink

Lady”.Caryll

Intermezzo, “Pas des Fleurs,” from the
Ballet. “Naila”.Delibes
Overture to “The Bohemian Girl”.Balfe
Part Tteo.
Descriptive Fantasie, “Cavalry Charge,”
Luders
Morning of the battle—
[Synopsis:
Inrantry is heard approaching with fife
and drum—Cavalry in the distance,
coming nearer and nearer, until they
chance the enemy—Cavalry, infantry,
and artillery iu the melee of battle—
L*feat of the enemy, pursued in the
distance by the cavalry]
(a) “Humoreske”.Dvorak
(b) March, “Cruiser Harvard” (The Battle Hymn).Strube
Concert waltz. “Autumn Voices”.Lincke
Excerpts from the operetta, “Madame

Sherry”.Hoechna
Adefbert WeTls Sprague, Conductor

Rids for Postofflee Enlargements.
The bids for the addition to tbe Ellsworth postoffice and custom house from
the Anal set of
plans were opened at
Washington last Monday. The Connors
Bros. Co., of Lowell, Mass., was the lowest bidder, its figures being |33,375.
No action has yet been taken on the
bids, so far as known here, but tbe figure

close to the amount of appropriation
believed to be available, that it is hoped
the contract will no\4 be awarded and
further delay avoided.
This is the third set of plans submitted
to bidders, tbe previous plans having been
modified because bids were so far above
the amount available.
is

so

Misses Hazel and Bertha Hamilton have
been spending a few’ days with relatives
in Holden.
Tne ladies’ sewing circle will meet
Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
M. H. Haynes.
William E. Cross, of Mariaville, was the
guest of B. S. Jellison and wife Monday
and Tuesday.
Miss Frances Mitliken fend Miss Flora
Stratton, of Hancock, spent Sunday in
Bangor with friends.
the
Rev. VV. b. berry, secretary of
Maine civic league, will conduct the serhere next Sunday
vice in the church

Harold E. Maddocks and
w?ife were
called to Sorrento Wednesday by the
death of Mrs. Maddocks’ father, John L.

Perry.

MOUTH
Miss Eva

Surry.

OF THE

RIVER.

Closson is visiting relatives in

The bay is frozen over, the first time for
many years as early in the winter as this.
Mrs. E. B. Holt is still improving after
a serious illness.
All her friends hrpeto
see her out soon.

morning.

DOLLAltDTOWN.

Mrs. Herbert M. Salsbury is
the winter with her sister, Mrs. William
Saunders, while Mr. Salsbury is away

spnding

working.
The members

of

Mrs.

Moore’s

Sunday

school class will give a concert and dime
social in the vestry Thursday evening, to
w bich all are invited.
Relatives here of George Tapley, of
Calais, learned last week of his death from
cancerpf the stomach. Mr. Tapley visited

days last summer.
About forty-five met at the church
Sunday evening and accompanied
here several

here
the

attend the union services in the
pastor
Methodist church in Ellsworth.
l^rs. Herbert E. Flood and Miss Evelyn
Flood came home Tuesday from the Green
lake hatchery, where they have been visiting Mrs. Flood’s parents, Fred E. Grace
to

Mrs. Freeman Smith ia very ill.
Wallace Bodge, with his bride,of Bangor
visited his aunt, Mrs. Grace Barron, last
week.

COMING KVKNTS.
ELLSWORTH.

February 19-24,

at Hancock hall -Ellsworth food fair, under auspices of Ellsworth Merchants’ association.

Friday, March 22, at Mechanics’ building, Boston—Ellsworth reunion.
Friday evening, Jan. 19, at Society hall
—Dancing school and extra.
Saturday evening, Jan. 20, at Society
hall—Dance.

and wife.
! Thursday, Jan. 18, 6 o’clock, at Grand
Mrs. Martha Gowell left Tuesday for ! Army hall
Supper by relief corps; 15
cents.
her
children
before
visit
Berlin, N. H., to
I
returning to her home in Lynn, Mass. : Thursday evening, Jan.
25, at Bayside
Mrs. Gowell has been spending several
grange hall—“Popping by Proxy,’’ by
weeks here with her sister, Mrs. Willocal cast, followed by dance and supper.
liam P. Dorr.
Friday evening, Jan. 26, at Hancock hall
—Pop concert, Bangor band, 2d regiment
Hall.
N.
Farce at Baysido Grange
G. 8. M., followed by dance. Under
Thursday evening, Jan. 25, the farce, auspices of Village improvement society.
Tickets,
including dance, 50 cents; all
will
be
at
presented
“Popping by Proxy,”
seats reserved. On sale at Moore’s drug
the grange hall by the following cast of
store.
characters:
Hezekiah Pumpkin blossom.J W Remick
Peter Pumpkinblossom.Leon Murch
Ruth Mareton.Ethelyn Remick
Jane Finch.Lena Ladd
Susie Pettiugill.Georgia Murch
Hannah Jordan.Alice Minton
The farce will be followed by a supper
and dance.
—

'S'SDfttiani.nuB,

__

Hancock Co.

Savings

POLITICAL NOTES.
J. C. Harmon, of Stonington^ is a candemocratic nomination for

didate for the
senator.

John A. Cunningham, of Ellsworth, is a
candidate for the democratic nomination
for register of probate.
Sheriff Otba H. Jellison announces that
he w ill be in the field for the nonination
of sheriff in the democratic primaries.
H. Fremont Maddocks, of North Ellsannounces his candidacy for the
nomination for county commissioner on
democratic
ticket.
the

worth,

Capt. Henry J. Joy, Hollis B. Estey
and Henry E. Davis, all of Ellsworth, are

candidates for the nomination for county
commissioner on the republican ticket.
Hon. Frederick A. Powers, of Houlton,
has announced himself as a candidate for
the republican nomination for United
States senator in the primaries next June.

%

Bank—

Ellsworth,

IV!

ORGAN IZED

1673

Saving Money
is

simply

a

matter of

growth.

If you form the hubi1, a
fortune will grow from your

savings just

as

grow from the

sure

as trees

sapling.

COUNTY NUNNS.
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CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR

Topic
.m

John
Worth while ambitions.
Rom. vili, lit-Cl. Edited by Rev.
il. Doyle, D. D.
—

ambitions that are indeed worth while
We are warned in the Scripture
aguinst coveting that which cannot
rightfully be ours; but, on the other
hand, we are exhorted to “covet earnestly the best gifts"—that is. spiritual
Shakespeare referred to base
gifts.
and ignoble desires when he said. "BeBut there are nobie
ware ambition."
ambitious well worth the effort of any
The dealre to make the most of
man.
life in the truest and highest sense is
worthy of any man. but we must make
no mistake In deciding what la true
Ruin has Inevitably come
success.
when men have dedicated their lives to
objects unworthy of beings created in
the image of God.
Christian unity is a worth while ambltlon. Id His lntercessary prayer
Christ besought His heavenly Father
that all Bis disciples might be one,
even as He and the Father were one.
To be one with all the disciples of
What a laudable ambition.
Christ:
Id such a uuity all strife and contention among Christians would cease and
the chnirb would present a united
front to the world and Its Influence for
lut?

^luuiui^ouuu

ui

j(wu

auu

uiv

uc-

struction of evil would be Immeasurably increased.
Wbat ruination Christian discord
has caused!
No outside barrier to
Christianity has retarded its progress
like that of the lack of harmony
Such
among Christians themselves.
unity does not mean sameness of opinion concerning forms of church government or similarity of view In the
Interpretation of Scripture, but oneness in Christ, and oneness In Christ
will Insure a spiritual unity that will
surpass in efficiency any and all attempts at organic ecclesiastical unity.
It will mean fraternity, co-operation
in service and universal Christian
charity, things in which the church
and the world stand In the greatest
need.
Eternal glory Is a worth while am
bltlon. The difficulty with too many
human ambitions is that they are limited by time. They are temporal rather than eternal.
Masses of men have
but one contrasting ambition—the accumulation of wealth.
Yet what Is
more uncertain than wealth?
Riches
too often have wings, and nothing can
As with
be taken beyond the grave.
desire for wealth, so it Is with every
merely temporal ambition. He only
Is wisely ambitious who desires eternal
glory and seeks it at whatever cost
for the present. No price Is too great
to pay for the raptures of heaven.
"The sufferings of this present time
are not worthy to be compared with
the glory which shall be revealed In
us.”

BIBLE

READINGS.

Eccl. U. 1-15; ill, 1; Matt vi
19-31; Luke xill, 24; Rom. v. 1-5^
Till. 28-39; xlL 1. 2; I Cor. ill.
12-81; II Cor. rv, 18; Eph. ill.
1-6; I John ii. 15-17.

Christian Endeavor Outing.
The annual field day of the District
Christian Endeavor union waa held on
the afternoon and evening of Labor
day at Falls Church, Va.. where the
spacious grounds of the Presbyterian
church were secured for that purpose.
Representatives from the various Endeavor societies of the district, with
their friends, assembled Monday afternoon at the south end of Aqueduct
bridge, where special cars were in
waiting to convey tbe party to Falls
Church, a pleasant half hour ride. In
the contests and games on the grounds
teams representing various societies

competed.
At 6 o’clock the box and basket
lunches brought by the Endeavorers
were opened, tbe contents spread upon
the grass and the delights of a generous picnic lunch realized.
The program of the evening began
at 7:30 o’clock in the Presbyterian
church.
After a song service by W.
E. Braitbawalte and devotions led by
Rev. R. A. Davison, pastor of this
church. President H. M. Gillman of
the District union made announcement
of plans for winter work of the union.
There followed an insptratlona! address by Rev. N. O. Gibson, pastor of
the North Carolina Avenue Methodist
Protestant church.
The Christian Endeavor union’s missionary department is planning as a
feature of its educational work this
winter a denominational reading contest among Endeavorers and will soon
announce the details of the competition.

Dear Friend• of the M. B. Column:
I greet yon one and all
At tbis, the dawning of tbe year.
May rich blessings on yon fall;
May yoor hearts be fifed with gratitude
To tbe giver of them all.

1

i

The following letter from Mrs. Orville Hock will prove how on wise
it is for women to submit to the dangers of a surgical operation when it
may be avoided by taking Lydia E. Pin^hanis v egetable Compound.
She was four weeks In the hospital and came home suffering
worse than before.
Then after all that suffering Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound restored her health.

you look buck upon tbe past.
Does it seem a total loss,
Or is there one in this wide world
You have helped to hear bis cross?
If so. tny friend, take heart again.
And still labor for his cause.

HERE IS HER OWN STATEMENT.
Paw Paw, Mich.—“Two years ago I suffered
I could not
vary severely with a displacement
be on my feet for a long time. My physician
treated me for several months without much relief, and at last sent me to Ann Arbor for an opcration. I was there four weeks and came home
suffering worse than before. My mother advised
me to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and I did. To-day I am well and strong
and do all mv own housework. I owe my health
to Lydia E. 'Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
advise even' woman who is afflicted with any
female complaint to try it.”— Mrs. Obvujjs Roc*,
R. R. No. 5, Paw Paw, Mich.

come, dear friends,
of sorrow find
Than Joy, sesrch closer yet.
And find the hidden places
Where Joy and sorrow met.
Mow God can heal the wounded heart
Make your sacrifice complete.
ion

j
j

—

Please Read These Two Letters.

As

And if in

days to

more

—

Know that a deal of sweetness
May be mixed with bitter hours.
That though our path with duty lies,
Still happiness may be oar*.
And though the way be sorrow strewn.
There is heartease ’mongat the flowers.
-K. C. 8.

The writer of these lines asks:
too lste to wish you all
Year?” No, indeed! for

day

is

unar .turn

at

every

a new

a

Happy

we

“Is it
New

agree that

nag«.

.ill Done is here igaia with a confession to
make. She has beeu very near to not being
“Dune at All”, and tbe cause of this great
calamity is trying for the first time to barn
coal in the kitchen range after many years*
experience with dry hard wood. I never
could tell Just when the fire was going to
burn. At times such a glorious fire, and I
wonld chuckle and say: “It is all in getting
the bang oi it, and I have at last got the right
hang.” Bat pride sorely foretells a fall, and
in a short time I weald be pondering: “What
has become of my fire?”
One afternoon the kitchen was so delightfully warm and the top of the stove such a
pretty red, I Just knew the oven must be Just
right for biscuit. Although it wasn’t supper
time. I revised the old adage, “Make hay while
tbe sun shines” to “bake biscuit when the
coal-fire burns.” and went at it. Would you
believe it, that bread didn’t bake a bit. The
dampers were all fixed right and the top of
the stove red hot. What could tbe matter be?
W'ell, in came my John, and seeing his companion the picture of woe, be knew by past
experience that it must be the coal fire. He
took the lid from the stove, looked at the redhot coal, took the poker and with a tittle
knock it fell to the bottom, not a capful remaining, and I thought the fire good.
This is only one of several times that tbe
fire fooled me, but “all’s well that ends well”,
and last week my baking day was no nightmare, everything being “All Done".
I wonder many times if any of the sisters
are known by me except Aunt Maria, who is
hi ways at Orland fair with the gorgeous
b< uquets. Am hoping that next fall she will
remember her relatives
with some of her
flowers, as of coarse now I can claim relationship. belonging to the M. B. column.
Can’t say I think Aunt Maria did much in the
We had two*
way of naming her kittera.
and their names are "Rebecca" and "Maria”’
Our old cat is "Polly”; another is tbe only one
that revels in a fancy name~"Auto M," because when a kitten she bad an automobile
ride. “Auto M” has a post earn album with
many pretty poet cards of cats and kittens that
have been sent through the office to her by
admiring friends. Can any of the cats owned
by other sisters beat this?
Am sorry tha^ at least one sister tried the
cake and spoiled it through my negligence.
Perhaps one waj.I cook fresh haddock would
be new to some.
oi'ttbr smother.— use one skinned
haddock cat Id four pieces; putoue-fourth pound
of butter in frying-pau aud brown
Place the
baodock on the batter and fry a few minutes,
then add hot water to neatly cover and let
boil ten minutes in a covered frying-pan.
Put into the oven and cook until the fish is

Thicken

I think the most patient of the sisters as
well as Aunt Madge will rejoice that again for
a time I am
All Domk.
It

was

coal

fire

well you got the “hang” of that
before these freezing days came to

We shall not bear to your being “all
done” writing for the column; we enjoy

us.

your letters too much for that.
The following from Irish Molly
tains

a

year—in
or

for

wealth of
fact

a new

thought

for the

for any time of
departure in life:

connew

retrospect,

Dear Au t Madge and M. B. Friend»:
This is the eve of the New Year, 1912. Another year gone, and we are still on the road.
Just one more millstone past, and how many

thoughts

“THERE NEVER WAS A WORSE CASE.**
Rockport, Ind.—“ There never was a worse case of women’s ills
than mine, and I cannot tiepin to tell you what I suffered. For over
twro years I was not able to do anything. I was in tied for a month
and the doctor said nothing but an operation would ctore me. Sly
father suggested Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound; so to
please him 1 took it, and I improved wonderfully, so I am able to
travel, ride horseback, take long rides and never feel any ill effects
from it- I can only ask other suffering women to give Lydia K. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation.™
—Mrs. Margaret Meredith, R. F. D. No. 3, Itockport, Ind.

beginning.

done. Season with salt and pepper.
the gravy with a little Soar.

run-down^

>

Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Thu America*.
Ellsworth. Me.

j

•MfSt'S^tSS^L

alck for

from^

on

!

met with »n
accident white catting log* tn the wood*.
In “logging up" • tree, hi* ale caught in a
branch over hi* heed end oeme down with
*uch force «s to completely tever the tlrat
toe end mangled the second on# so bsdly
that amputation war necessary. Albert ia

.wo year# with
chronic br™
chili, and * conaequent
dltlon. I received no benefit
from 77
lor. or from a trip which
I took
and
was
the
be
mr
I
health,
a*
had
had
hurt,
and
to
give up
| clear (frit,
Vinol waa recommended, and
; walked to where the other chopper# were
*econd
borer
bottle
“skid
I
home,
the
rode
at work,
commenced
t"
and refused to lake ether while the doctor prove. I gamed In weight and atretuni
my
bronchial
ion.
trouble
performed *he opera*
dlaappeared m
I am at work again.
Jacob Young, of Oonldsboro, white visIt
la
the
combined action of [k.
iting bis niece. Ml*. Oeorire Heckman, In
curative element* of the cods'
Corea laat WedDeeda.v, felt down atam,
nTJ,
aided
by the
blood-making .J
receiving injuries from which he died the
following day. Mr. Young was a native strength-creating prcpertle* of t0Z
Iron contain d In Vinol which
of this place, and had been a life-long resimakm
It to eccceeaful In curing
dent. In early life he married Charlotte
bronchus
Vinol I. a conatltutlonal
survives
who
him.
of
Unionville,
Downes,
remed.fMrs. Georgia chronic cougha. cold a bronchitis «nd
Five children are left
Mrs.
Katherine
pulmonary
trouble#—not
a
of
Oonldsboro;
Young,
I
palii»ttr»
like cough ayrupe
Mesvey and Mr*. Bins Kelley, of Prospect t
vinol.
If
T>r
Marshall
and
you
dfmt
I
and
Charles
Young,
Harbor,
thhik #
of Oonldsboro. Charles baa always made helps you, we will return your money
O. A. PaE'Haa,
hta home with hie parents, while the other
Ellawonh, M,.
son, Marshall, and the eldest daughter,
near by.
Mr.
homes
hart
both
Georgia,
FHU|H»r \<>l !<-<>.
la also survived by one brother—

!
i
|

i'ommunlcatlons, and ltssuccesa depends largely
the support given It In this respect. Communications must be signed, but tbe name of
writer will not be printed except by perm salon

Ambition in itself is not unworthy.
It is only wheu that which we earnestly desire and strive after is unworthy that ambition becomes a sin.
There are unworthy ambitions and

BRONCHITIS

goulbhboro.
Albert Foas, ol Uouldaboro,

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

Motto:

(to

MADGE'

The purposes of thla column are succinctly
staled la the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
•cneflt, and altos to he helpful and hopefu
Being for the common good. It Is far the com’
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In*
formation and suggestion, a milium for the Interchange of Ideas- In this capacity It solicits

Grayer Meeting Topis For the Wook
Beginning Jan. 21, 1912,
XtII.
fihern

BT “AUNT

tfDITBD

crowding up to-night! I think
of the sick and wonder how they ate getting
on; then of those in sorrow, and my heart goes
oat in sympathy to all aach.
At sach times as these, when sitting alone,
aa I am now, how much we look into oar
hearts and wonder at the blessings given to
us—of good health, good homes, good friends
and find how much we have to be thankful
for.
It ia well that we have these searchlight
evenings, when oar inmost thoughts are laid
bare and we look back over the years of the
past and) remember oar own shortcomings
and our murmurings at our lot. How mean
we feel at such times, when we see how
many
mistakes we have made, how crooked the
road is.
This is the eve of the new year.
Yes, and
are we grateful?
Will we do the same things
next year we have done this?
Possibly we
may. Are we going to turn over a new leaf
come

Endeavorers In Japan.
The new president of the Japan
Christian Endeavor union. Rev. Tokiyuki Osada. is one of the yeteran pastors of Japan, one of the most sue- I Do
you know that fully nine out of
eessful and one of the three pastors every ten cases of rheumatism are simply
that have tolled with unremitting love rheumatism of the muscles due to cold or
or chronic rheumatism, and
require
and consecration for Christian En- damp,
no internal treatment whatever?
Apply
deavor from the very beginning of its Chamberlain’s Liniment freely ana see
how quickly it gives relief. For sale by
history In tbe country.
Mr. Osada was president of the Ja- all dealers.
pan Home Mission society of the Ku•lOO Per Plate
miai (Congregational! church, resignwas paid at a banquet to Henry Clay, in New
ing to take tbe pastorate of the Tem- Orleans in 1842. Mighty costly for those with
stomach trouble or
indigestion.
ma church. Osaka, one of the largest
To-day
everywhere use t»r. King's New Life
and most influential Congregational people
Pills for these troubles as well as liver,
kidoev
and
bowel
disorders.
Easy, safe, sure.
churches in Japan.
Only 26 cfcs at all druggists.

We will pay a handsome reward to any person who will prove to us
that these letters are not genuine and truthful—or that either of these
women were paid in any way for their testimonials, or that the original letter from each did not come to us entirely unsolicited.
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable /
has been the standard remedy for female ills. No one sick with woman's aliments
does justice to herself who will not try this fa- \
mnus medicine, made from roots and herbs, it
has restored so many suffering women to health. |
Write to LYDIA E. PI N'KH AM MEDICINE CO. f
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MAN8L, for adrice. \
lour letter will be opened, read and answered C
CvWVwKStHT-'
by a woman aud held in strict confidence.

Compound

have

we

worn

together.
Now will

send to the column a
good recipe for green tomato pickles or piccalilli? I know it it not the pickling season,
but I want it in readiness for September,
1912. See? I want a real good one, not too
sweet or too sour (of coarse I can remedy
that), but one where tbs fruit keeps its greensomeone

ness.

Ann, your compound is all right. I have
made it and like it very much.
Now this letter will be too long if I don't
take heed and say my adieus. The clock has
Just chimed 10. and I will be having a watch
meeting all by my lonesome if I don't look
out. 1 hope the new year will dawn bright
and happy to all of you. To those in sorrow I
send sympathy and wish I could lighten your
burdens or help you in some way. To those
in happiness 1 send gladness and a wish for a
long continuance of the same, and a greeting
to all that the new year
m-ty bring many
blessings, both spiritual and physical. A
New
Year
to
all
the annts and ancles
happy
and cousin<>.
Irish Molly.
P. 8.—1 was remembered
bountifully at
Christmas with some of the dearest cards; to
Aunt Madge I am indebted for one and to
many others. 1 hope you were all remembered as well.
SUSAN'S

TRir.

Dear Aunt

Madge:
My trip across the eontinent. of necessity,
coaid only take in a general view
along my
line of travel.
This is a great oountry of
ours, with conditions
varied and complex.
Everyone should apply himself and herself
(women will sooa have ballot privilege in
every state, as they ought, I believe) to the
study of all questions of the daj. which have
both direct and indirect bearing on oar
future welfare

as a

Harbor, officiating.
Jan. 8.

nation.

Thia is

a

pie's country and the people roust rule It*
They should direct and govern what is theirs.
Now. here, about the established hub of my
wheel mentioned in a former letter, as I run
out on some of the spokes of it. I will try and
give a more detailed description of many
things coming under my observation.
In my last letter I left you at Marian. Maas.
It was on the evening of June 9. 1911
My
niece and I bad arranged for a tramp, at an
for
tne
10th.
I
never
hour,
early
oversleep
when I hava a matter in hand to be attended
t early the next day.
At 6 a. m I am up and
dressed, and opening the door of my room to
the hall, on the ground floor, I call to my
niece up nttirs, and receive the answer that
she would be “ready in a minute*’, and so
We go forth into the sweet, quiet outdoors
of the morning, taking sidewalk or the mid*
die f the street (road is better), whichever
affords us the better walking, and in this vi
zigzag a good deal, following what Is known
as the “ditversheli”
road. I think I have
never seen a finer view of landscape and
waterscape acenery.
Our road continues abound a point, where
are beautiful summer homes, and in
keeping
on going on this road, for an hour, we find
ourselves babk to the point of our departure,
somewhat ti-ed and hungry, but glad that we
have had the walk. It is not breakfast time
yet, so we rest on the piazxa of our cottage till
7-30; then go to another cottage, a few rods
away, for our breakfast, after which we return to the said piazza and!rest till car time,
giving ourselves sufficient time to get to the

depot.
Here I bid gvodbye to my niece and board
the car for my return trip to New Bedford,
and am given a second opportunity after a

long delightful ride through country of sveing quohoggiug goiug on from boats, as I
cross on car. the new bridge
connecting Fair

Haven to New Bedford.
Quohogging is done by means of two long
poles, crossed, and fastened on an axle near
one end, to which are fastened iron hands
with fingers f>r digging into the mud and
grappling the bivalves. With this instrument the fisherman can work in water sev
era! feet deep, with ease
l also have the very great pleasure of a
second view of Fair Haven’s
magnific ent nig
school buildiag and the pretty grounds abou
itI get a fine view, also, of Palmer s island
on which stands a lighthouse
that carrlei
•
Crow island. Pope islan
and West fofhor®:
island, marehiike on one side of it
A
portion of the said bridge. »f I am not mis
taken, rests on Pope island.
My next WUer will hold you In New Bed
ford—io me a very attractive
clty-for a da
or two
Hvsam.
_

peo-

SBbrrt

VI WO contracted with thr
city m vh.
worth tc rapport ana care for ib
may Brad aaataUaea darfa. tbt nrii
legal realdrau
I-" cod
forbid all panose iraKlo. tbr.i. oi,
" »»•» t»
count._
of room and
odotloaa to car* lor thorn at ih«
boon*.
». J. lUruviy

H*

iit" nR

floaty

a*o*»iAffA:

Mr* Ellen Laoe,
Cept.
Joaepb W. Lane, died Jen. Set her borne.
intend
eeverel
to
been
Mr*. Lane bed
yea re. For tbe letl til month* (be bed
been e freet (offerer
Everythin* that
widow of the Into

I don’t like your cook book—it
"■command Gold Modal Hour.

nauuuos imo

eixty-eigbt

yeere of

**e.

Sh*

a

member

community.
Greenwood cemetery.
tbe whole

Interment

waa

at

A.
SUNSET.

Willard Matbew it cuttin*
William Coolen.

wood for

The dance at Sontet ball waa postponed
Friday evening, on account of tbe death of
Mia* Seller*.
Seller*, aecond daughter of
tbe late W. P. Seller*, died auddenly Friday, aged fifty-*evrn year*.
Mim Julian Knowlton ia (pending her
vacation at bom* with her grandparent*,
Henry Knowlton and wife.
Miaa Luella

Oapt. Allen llenderaon, of Kockport, 1*
nailing relative* and friend* her*, after
absence of

twenty-flve

In Effect
Dec. 3, l!H J.

BAB HARBOB TO

year*.

Sir*. Mary Smith ia here from Kockport
placing knitting work. She haa taken
nameeofflfty people to be eupplled with |
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an

Maine
Central

bad

of tbe Oceanvlll* Haptiat
church nearly forty year?. She leave*
three daughter*-Mia* Alice lane, Mr*.
Frank Qrota and Mr*. Raymond Uroaa, all
of Oceanville, tn adopted daughter, a alator—Mra. H. M. Hatch, and a brother—A.
J. Joyce. Tbe funeral era* held at her
borne Friday, Rev. H. Collin*, of Deer
lale, offlciatin*. Tbe floral tribute* were
many and beautiful, teetifyin* to tbe
honor and eaterm in which Mra. Ian*
Great ayropatby la extended
wae bald.
to tbe daughter* and other relative* by
been

JMcamoraU.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

augeent wee done to prolon*
life, but *11 of no evtll. The daerated

wee

,1,**,,

W«5k

love could
her

cii>r5

Jew.

OCEANYHXK.

(

the leaves all oot making
promises to ourselves? I am not going to
I will keep
say 1 shall tarn over a new leaf.
the old one and try to make a few corrections.
the
old
one to refer to, I may be able
Having
to do this.
I called on Dell to-day.
Found her looking
well, or better than I thought to find her.
And what do yon think she was doing? Yon
would never guess.
She was getting ready
to go riding with a minister. “Where?" Did
you ask? To church, of course.
Now to the one that wanted someone to
tell her how to cook macaroni, will tell how I
do it and have no trouble with it.
Cook it in
a double boiler as you would a cereal,
onty
put it into cold water, and in the lower kettle
put boiling water. Salt the water macaroni
goes into, and cook as you
would rice I
think it will cook in an hour, or may be it
will take a little longer.
Stir it often until
it begins to swell, to keep it from sticking

or

Young
Alfred Young, of Gouldtboro, and by
many other relatives. Funeral service#
were held in the Methodist church 8a* irday afternoon, Rev. E. H. Drew, of Winter

5 s

; #

at 7.U a m and 4.21
ll Ot a m. 10 M
Co. Ry.

Ellaworth

Washington

Stop* on aignal to conductor,
f Slope only to leave passenger* from points
Washington County Railroad
Pmaaengera are earnestly request!? ic procure llcketi before
entering the train*, and
:

aocmiAmnUA

on

DRJRUE’S
ELIXIR
/

The Fniljr UiaUw
1 w«

■ Makes prow inf children
V healthy, hearty, and
V happy ; It thould tun*
f a pvrmarunt place la
■ every home Mothers!
I

15c. 50c.

and
a

11.00

B,,*worth *«

Wllh

and Kail*

to

H. D WALDRON
General Pass* nger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vic* President A General Manager.
Portland, Main*.

hastern steeistup Conmany
Reduced Winter Fare*.
Bar Harbor and Boston is'S.'O.

peevish and irx liable. five tbcia
Dr True's Ebair Iteapels wonna,
n%
costivrness, mdttntkn.
Icvcrrsbness. biliousness the little
ills which, nettedtd, lead to serious
sickness. Dr True s Hiatf Is pleasant to take and good lor dd and
rount. In use 60 rears. All dealers.
DH.J.F. THUS

ifllTwort?

a borrit.

CO,

Bluehill and Bouton >3.ftO

Steamer Booth bay leaves Bar Harbor 101 a
Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor. Mac set, Southwest Harbor
Harbor, Stoolngton. North Haven and Hodland, cod nee tin* with Meaner for Boston
Steamer

Mlceola

leave*

Bloehlll

t

» »

Monday and Thursday for South Hiuebtll,
Brook It", Sedgwick, Deer lale, Sargeotvlll*
South Broohsvtlle, Dark Harbor and Rocti*«4
connecting with steamer for Boston.

Children

BKTUKNINt*
Turbine Steel

Bread and

jam7

and bread and sugar

old-fashioned
delicacies that chilare

Steamafelp ludfat

Leave Boston b pm Tuesdays and Krtdsfi
for Bocklmnd eonneetlng with steamer lea*inf
Bock land, 5.1.1 a m. or on arrival 01 siescosr
from Boston. Wednesday and Saturday, for Bar
Harbor, Bloehlll and Intermediate landing*
B. L.

dren love. It makes
them fat and keeps
them well and

k. M.

Smith, Agent, Bar Har

r-

Hkmbjch. ifiDt, Bluehli

Banking.

hearty.
I* what jroor money will earn if
tnraeted In aharea of the

William Tell
Flour

w

w

LIPTONS TEA

Bread made from William
Tell Flour l> extra fine and
extra nutritions.
Hilled from selected Ohio
Red Winter Wheat—by our
own special process—It is
richest In bread-making
qualities.
Goes farthest, too.
loaves to the barrel.

More
Order

today.

A'MEW SERIES
U

now

WHY

ha yum*

a

Kliaworth Fall*,

V**

PAY RENT

when you can borrow un your
shares. rive a flrat mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but lml« more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you

OWE YOUR OWN

(u,

Whitcomb,

open. Shares. II each
enonlhly
monte, 11 per ehare.

For

co„
A*

HOME.

particulars Inquire of

W. Kora,

O. W. TArt«Y.H«e7.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
President.

g&bsrtiKnunu.

vlnufng

<8>r«n;irr»

tl)r

thirty-sixths.

This column la devoted to th# Uranic, especially to the granites of Hancock county.
The column la open to all grangers for the
dlacnssion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications -.art
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All .communications will be subject to approve! by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

Years

70

withCoughs

Wre have had seventy years
of experience with Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral. This
makes us have great confidence in it for coughs, colds,
bronchitis, weak throats, and
weak lungs. We want you
to have confidence in it as
well. Ask your own doctor
what experience he has had
with it. He knows. Keep
jn close touch with him.
Pill* al bedtime will cause

jne of Aver'*

increased flow of bile and produce a
gentle luative effect the day following.
Formula on each bo*. Show It to your
in

He will understand at a

doctor
Dote, one pill at bedtime, lust
J.

sr a«

glance.

one.

OO..UMI. Mm.

c. at*k

l(M,t) lli;\l>8 NOT

WANTKD.

Cirnerally ConsidBiidntss
er r><i a Sign of Advanced Age.
A bald-headed peraot* doea not hav* an
banc* with on« Mwwd with a
bealthv h#ad of hair, boraua** huldn**** ia
toonn* nlljf accepted u ao indication of
Many Urge corporation# have
igv.
established an age limit, and refuse to
take men over 35 year# of ago a# new
U

too

•BUlovfe*.
Probably tiS per cent. of bald-headed
people may regaio a good bead of healthy
hair »f they will follow our advice and
We have a remedy that
r offer.
Kv. pt
«re positively guarantee to grow hair on
any head, unless the root* of the hair are
entirely dead, their follicle* closed, and
the *calp has become glared and shiny.
We want people to try this remedy at our
risk. with the distinct undemanding that

exactly

unlev* it doc*

what

wu

claim it

will, and given satisfaction in every respect. we shall matte no charge for the
remedy u*etl during the trial.
We know exactly w hat we are talking
about, and with
word,

this

offer

hack

of

uur

should a’off, doubt our
hesitate to put our .nmedy to an

statement*
or

no one

actual test.

Rochester who
U«uString from any scalp or hair trouble,
dandruff, failing hair, or baldness to try
We want
oar Rexall **93" Hair Tonic.
We want

them

lo use

every

one

in

regularly—aay

it

until

three

If it il « not
and refresh the

good

DATES.

Tuesday, Feb. 6—Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Brooklin grange.
Friday,

Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona with Mountain View
grange. West Eden.

dandruff,

scalp, tighten
new

grow

paid

ing. There is
exact

we

the

hair,

for the

ua

no

cleanse

we

hair in

its

will return

remedy for the

roots and

every cent
mere

formality expected,
obligation from the

askand

no

user

whatever.
We

arc

right here in felliesthis offer with a full

established

worth, and make

understanding

that

our

business

success

entirely depends upon the sort of treatment we accord our customers, and we
would not dare make the above offer
leas

we

were

positively

un-

certain that

we

could

substantiate it in every particular.
Remember, you can obtain Kexall Reme-

dies in this

|

community only

The Rtxall Store.
oop. t^stoffice.

at

our

store

E. O. Moore,

—

cor.

Stop That Everlasting Pain*

Are you burdened and held captive by
"kiak* in the joint*.'1 brul***, *praln*.
kun*n«e» and i**in* in the cord* and mu*el**? if you only u*w the value of Tutti**
F*m.!y EUxtr u thouaand* of other* know
it—If you could only talk with thoee who
have benefited by it* um in th* pa*t fifty
year*—you would get a bottle at once If it
««t four time* the price.

Tuttle’s
Family Elixir

16

—

NIOOLIN, 3N9. NORTH RLLSWORTE.

and Indian Kiver granges, present at the
regular meeting of Nicolin grange, Saturday evening, Jan. 6.
After business, the
lecturer presented a short program. At
recess, apples, candy and popcorn were
served.

I). U. Hall and Mrs. Hall, of Mountain
\ iew grange, will publicly install the officer* Jan. 20.
OOOD WILL, 376, AMHKIWT.
Good Will grange met In regular session
Saturday, Jan. 8, with a large attendance.
The officer* were installed in a pleasing
manner by Sister Kuth J. Silsby, assisted
by Mrs. Caasie llauscom. After the installation, supper was served. It was
voted to

postpone the grange meeting next
Saturday evening, Jan. 13, as the Forresters hold an installation and a great
many of the memliers
belong to both

lodges.

Sapper

there

cess

served

was

of the

some

in the

lower hall

younger members.
was a short literary

Jan. 10 there wilt be
of officer*.

a

After

by
re-

program.

public installation

2.

Hrolbcr lliram

flarriman

was

the in-

stalling officer, assisted by Sister Harriman and Brother Heavey as marshals.
A
One harvest supper was served by the lady
officers.

About

Jbat'.

kr»w». tlhk U., 17 Iswrty It, tmrn, Um.

Parisian Sage

SEAGIRT,

DPKK IHLE.

Seagirt grange held a special meeting
w ith the
regular order of business Jan. 4.
Tjiere were twenty-eight present. After
disposing of regular business, one name
was balloted for and elected, and the Anal
degrees were given one candidate. At recess refreshments were served.
The literary program was omitted ou account of
the lateness of the hour. The march was

practiced

ARBUTUS, 460, SURRY.
meeting of Arbutus grange Jan.
12, the third and fourth degrees were conferred on one candidate, and first and
At the

IS

Guaranteed

by

G.

The

on one.

elected

Mariaville grange met Jan. 6, with a
good attendance. One application was received. Officers were installed by Sister
Fannie Yonng, assisted by Bister Tr**ssa
Moore. After the installation, a fine harvest feast was spread. The literary program was postponed until next meeting.
A box supper will be held at the grange
hall Jan. 24.
met

were

installed

by Worthy

Master

played while the clam stew was being prepared. To this all did ample justice. Twenty-seven members were pres-

hour.

Parcher

f^^cate

dandruff, to stop falling

scalp,
fu<*_ttcWng
rt

or money back.
cent bottle to-day and be•Jiunlned at once with the most
hthiful hair usrnoiug
III the
Ilf woiid.
nui iu.
dressing in
«I|
^ only recommend it as the best
t.a;
C *
eT*‘r known.
I
fi .d
-ha.ve
it
hl,*r tome tliat will cure
a.,,.atidrnfl, cleanse the scalp, am' make
grow lo,,g w»a beautiful
***• ‘a^
» rum,
\v
Ahl, 2 Farwell St., W.
r

otty

the°ll

XtL

"orcester, Mass.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
III* in u«4 *n.1 <
with Bl
a?**^
Tak«*o utk«-r Bwy
I

Awltrill-

SOLO BY DRUGGIST^

The grange sang several selections
closed in form.

was

SKDGWlCK, 344.
12, a regular session

On Jan.
wick grange

was

held.

'if

grange.

marshal.

Supper

364,

by

installed

was

served.

PENOBSCOT,

NORTH

Sister Fannie

by Bister Lizzie

vest supper

Visitors

Ripley, George Hall,

CENTURY, 356, DEDHAM.
from Pine Grove, East Edding-

Heath,

Norris L.

of

Ripley and
very ably con-

supper

served to

was

a

PENOBSCOT, 240.
Penobscot grange held a regular
ing Jan. 12, with about fifty-seven
bers and visitors

as

the third and
ferred upon
the
in

mem-

candidate.

After recess,

and treasurer, were installed
able manner by the retiring master,

overseer

an

The

byian

followed

ORBEN MOUNTAIN POMONA. 26.

presented the
Bong, Carl Dunbar,

lecturer

encore;

recitation, Leon

Bay View
Scott Eatey,

grange; reof Bayside

day

Reports

of Sedgof

secre-

thirty-eight members the past year, giving a membership of 150. There have
been thirty-six meetings, with an average
attendance of forty-eight and sevecFrtgh ful Polar Winds
blow with terrific force at the far north and
with the akin, causing red. rough
havoc
pla>
or aore chapped hands and lips, that need
Buckien’a A rules Salve to h a) them. It
makes the akin aoft and smooth. Unrivaled
for cold-sores, also burns, boils, sores, ulcers,
cuts, bruises and piles. Only IS cents at all

druggists.
of many ailments and disorders that make life miserable. Take Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets, keep your bowels regula’
■ nd you will avoid these diseases. For sale
by all dealers.
cause

was

was on

Burns.

the question: “Resolved, that a commission form of government would be better
than the present New England system.”
Several spoke upon the question, for and
against, and then it was tabled indefi-

Mountain View grange will entertain
Pomona on Friday, Feb. 16. It was unanimously voted to adopt the report of the
Eden resident tax committee.

nitely.
The next meeting of Green Mountain
Pomona will be held with Mountain View
grange Friday, Feb. 16.
VIEW,

BAY

7 30

Hanson Small is home

Master Harry Stearns in the
patrons were present, many remaining over from the Pomona meeting.
An excellent literary program was presented by the lecturer, Lona Rich, as follows: Singing, grange; cornet solo, Herman Clarke; singing, four sisters, who responded to a hearty encore; recitation,
Mrs. Charles Shand; original sketch, 8. N.
Rich; singing, quartet; recitation, Susie
DeLaittre; vocal solo, Paula Williams;
singing, quartet consisting of J. Emery,
H. Leland, L. Smith and H. Clarke;
recitation, Mae Dunton; vocal solo, HerClarke,

responded

who

to encore;

singing, grange.
Several grauges were represented, and
of the visitors made interesting and
pleasing remarks when called upon.
many

the first degree
regular meeting, Jan. 17.

There will be work in
the next

was

with

Master

fact

The

plained by
that he

This

storm.

grange, and
the only officer

Sedgwick

Heath
he

was
was

there

can

the fact that he

meeting
Worthy
present.

only

was

be

so

ex-

afraid

wouldn’t get there that be started

However, grange
m., and
tem*. D.

was

very

called to order at
were filled with

the chairs

Edwin Allen gave the address
pro
of welcome, and again Brother Heath was
“right there with the goods” with the response which should have been given by
the worthy secretary, who just at that moment

was

speculating

time the mail

as

to about what

train from the west would

arrive.

Mabel Putnam, with two children,
of South Thomaston, is spending a few
weeks with her parents, Sterling Barbour
aad wife.

|

Mum.

Jan. 8.

_

Work has

tage

it is said that they discussed the vorawhich
brown-tail
moth,
little
seemed very unkind, considering the climate in which the little insect finds himself. It was voted that Hancock Pomona
award two prizes to the granges collecting the largest number of brown-tail
moth

nests

f5

to the grange

begun

on

the

Belledeau cot-

Efforts

to

float

the

steamer

Prouty, aged forty-five,

of

Glycerine.
NO ALCOHOL.

Veazie,

he

deep snow

beneath.

WEST TREMONT.
Miss Jessie Lunt, of Frenchboro, is visMrs. W. E. Dow.

The drama “Reflected Glory”, presented
it the hall, was very good.
Net proceeds,
^13.80, for Pastor Bigelow.
The W. T. I. society held its annual
meeting at Mrs. O. H. Ingalls’ Friday.
Jfflcers elected are: President, Mrs. Ella

Norwood; vice-president, Mrs. Lissie
VI. Pomroy; secretary and treasurer, Mrs.
Lena A. Robbins; committee on work,
Mesdatnes Eunice Lopaus, Nell Ingalls,
Nettie Rumill, Myra Rumill, Maude .Web-

ALL

DRUGGISTS
11-18

Gasped

For Breath

Gastritis Nearly Hurled I.ife of Win.
V. Mathews.
Heart His Letter.
“I was bothered for years with
stomach trouble and gastritis. Food
laid like lead in my stomach arid lerrnriited, forming gas. This caused a
pressure on my heart, so that I choked
and gasped for breath, and thought
that rny time had come. MI-O-NA
cured me after 1 had doctored without
success.”—Win. V. Mathews, litoomington, Ind.
If you suffer from indigestion, head-

aches, dizziness, biliousness, constipation, inactive liver, nervousness, sleeplessness, bad dreams, foul breath,
of
shortness
breath,
heartburn,
sour stomach, or
despondency, be
and get MI-O-NA stomach tablets.
They are guaranteed. I.arge
box 5o cents at O. A. I’archer’s and

sure

druggists everywhere.

VI.

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

iter.

Jan. 16.

Thelma.

Biliousness is Bad Enough
headaches, sour stomach, unpleasant breath
and nervous depression—but nervousness brings a bad train
But if you will clear
of worse ills if it is not soon corrected.
your system of poisonous bile you will be rid of present
troubles and be secure against others which may be worse.
in itself with its

collecting

largest number of nests, and |3 to the
one securing the next largest number, in
proportion to membership of the granges.

BEECHAM’S PILLS
quickly and surely—they regulate the bowels, stimulate
Then your
the liver and kidneys—tone the stomach.
blood will be purer and richer and your nerves won’t bother
The whole world over Beecham's Pills are known as a
you.
most efficient family remedy, harmless but sure in action. For
all disorders of the digestive organs they are regarded as the

act

Best Preventive and Corrective
women

has moved his family to
South Deer Isle.

Stephen Stanley
!

their home at

Fifleld and Bernice Hamreturned to their studies in Castine, after spending the holidays with
their parents.
Mrs. Mabel Putnam and two children,
who have been visiting Mrs. Putnam’s
parents, Sterling Barbour and wife, have
returned to their home in South ThomasMisses Elvira

blen have

ton.

13._Mum.
Blance has been ill

Rupert
Capt. Ezra
Cole place.

Over has

SWIFTS

LOWELL

PROGRESSIVE*

•—FERTILIZERS

Swift’s Lowell Animal Fertilizers give you plant food in Nature’s
richest forms. They are made of Bone. Meat and Blood, with high
grade Potash added. For restoring rundown soils, organic matter is
absolutely needed. It opens up the heavy clay to light and air,
warms the soil, and furnishes available plant food from the very
they build
start.
Swift’s Fertilizers do more than nourish crops
—

up the soilfor years.

the Sweetser farm.

on

a

few

I ha»e raised this year 1450 bushels of Gold Coin Potatoes on 3I acres of land.
I used fire tons of your Superior Fertilizer. Last year we raised soon1 bushels on
E. Voss, Knox Centre. Me.
5$ acres and used 1 ton of Superior per acre.”—Cora
"
in grass lor several
I planted a field of corn, the land having previously
1 gave the land a high coat of manure and then used vour Swift s Lowell
years.
corn was the
White Southern
The
when
in
the
drill
Bone Fertiliser
planting.
Fodder com and it averaged all over the piece at least 15 feet in height. 1 he ears
harvested between 60 to 70 tons of
were about 6 to 7 feet from the ground, and I
been working for three weeks in the
silage from thes- two acres. One man who has not
of corn in the town
neighborhood filling silos, stated that he did Salemsee a piece
Enw. f. Rilky,
Depot, N.H.
that could touch this one

beep

—

safe and efficient, may be used with or without manure,
They
and are always uniform. See our local agent or write
Pocket Handbook free.
us direct
are

Swift’s Lowell Fertilizer Company,
40 North Market Street, Boeto

days.

bought the Melville

L. P. Cole gave a tea Jan. 10 for
Miss Olive Gushee, in honor of her birthMrs.

t.

H. B. Moore, Ellsworth
Geo. E. Davis, Ellsworth

day.
Miss
ited

Julia Guptill. of Gouldsboro, visaunt, Mrs. J. S. Coombs, last

her

H. Moore and wife have gone
Sullivap to spend the remainder of the
winter with their daughter, Mrs. Harvard
William

to

Havey.
The McKinley school league had its last
meeting Friday, when the question, “Resolved, that Lincoln was a greater man
than
Washington,” was discussed by
teachers and pupils and was decided in
the

negative.

Jan. 16.

cious

the

parents,

Mrs.

Jan.

Friday,

night before, which was surely
thougntful and considerate.
2 p.

his

PKOSPECT HARBOR.

HANCOCK POMONA, 13.
Hancock Pomona held a meeting

Jan. 5, despite the

at

Boston to

from

Worthy spend the winter with
chair. More Stephen Small and wife.

with

than 100

man

soothes and nourishes,
feeds the nerves. A
natural nerve-food, containing the salts of Hypophosphites, Iodine and

WEST STONINGTON.

Guy Cleveland came from Millinocket
Saturday to spend a few daya with his

207, SALISBURY OOVE.
at

Alcoholic remedies
stimulate only.

The direction* with every box are valuable -especially for
Sold everywhere. In boxes 10c.. 25c.

family.

Orange opened

stitution.

%

MOUNTAIN VIEW, 484, WEST EDEN.
The installation of officers took place at
the regular meeting Friday evening. Installing master D. G. Hall and S. L. Burns,
with their aids, performed their parts in a
pleasing manner. The retiring master,
D. G. Hail, made brief remarks, followed
by a response by Worthy Master S. L.

Green Mountain Pomona grange met
with Bay View grange Wednesday, Jan.
10. The address of welcome was given by
of

digestion, irritability,
eventually wrecked con-

nonths, the others being Sheriff Webster,
)f Hancock county, who was drowned
Sov. 22, and Sheriff Rafter, of Lincoln
;ounty, who died JDec. 26.

present. After business,
degrees were con-

following program:

welcomed.

Joseph Wood,

SYMPTOMS:—Lou of
sleep and appetite, in-

year ago. His death makes the
bird sheriff in Maine to die within two
a

fourth

one

R. F. Leach.

cor-

meet-

offlcers-elect, with the exception of

the

Penobscot.

Visitors from other granges will be

recess

was

gathering of eighty-five, forty-one being
The
from
Verona
visitors
grange.
lecturer furnished a short program.

the

Deputy

ORLAND.

EAST

Grace

The work

At

ducted.

year has been successful finanwell as giving an increase of
membership, ten new members having
recently been added; others are expected
soon. An all-day session will be held Jan.
27, when the officers will be installed by
that

409,

Alainoosook grange held a regular meeting Jau. 13, when officers were installed
by Richard Whitmore, assisted by Bydney

The reprogram was rendered.
of the secretary and treasurer show

cially,

office

ting
ALAMOOSOOK,

were present at
Century grange Jan. 13. Degree
work and report of officers made up the
business of the session, and a short lite-

ports

;he

3rown jumped to the side and lying on a
fuard rail four inches square, escaped
| with his life. One foot was caught beween the plow and guard rail and
two
oea were crushed.
Prouty was struck by
he plow and thrown from the trestle,
linking the framework a number of times
tud probably being dead before he reached

served.

was

Mrs. Hall.
NEW

Young and old have
them. Some abuse them.
They get tired, starved.

a

Sheriff Benjamin W. Doble, of Piscataquis county, died Friday at Milo, aged
Ifty-six years. He was ill when he took

Oscar

_

The lecturer pregrange, was present.
sented a short program of music. A har-

appointed supper committee.

the

tary and treasurer were read. The secretary’s report shows a net increase of

Const.pat ion is the

l»IAlln\l> HRAM»
yMflbonnuIlttt.Sjfe,!

are

of

secretary. At the next meeting,
20. the nffl era will be installed by
Julien Emery, of Salisbury Cove. After
the installation ceremonies, supper will be
served.
Nellie Foss, Sarah Foss and Ella
were

secretary about

unsuccessful, and Sunday she was
(tripped. She is fast going to pieces. The
iteamer registered 1,414 tons net; 2,241
fross. She was built iu 1889 at Whitby,
i£ng., and hailed from New York.

Highland grange met in regular session
Jan. 12, with forty-five members and
Officers
twenty-five visitors present.

Jan.

Wooster

as

year ago.

vere

Billings,
Hinckley and
regular Bro. Thomaa'Grieve, jr.,
Halcyon grange.
O. W. County-Deputy Norr.s Heath, of Castine

its

Russell Oyer

the late

:hannel.

satisfying.

host

HIGHLAND,

265,
meeting Saturday evening, Jan. 13.
Push having tendered bis resignation as
lecturer, l.uia Crabtree was elected to till
the vacancy, and Clara F. Johnson was

The main discussion of the

membership.
MARIAVILLK, 441.

and

A.

Soper as

assisted

newly
degrees
secretary and Ceres were installed by the sponse by 8.
Work in the fifth degree
assisted
worthy overseer,
by Mabelle grange.
Clark. Two applications were proposed conferred on three candidates.
aecond

why

Parisian Sage

held

years. Mr. Bears had served as grand
master of t he grand lodge, and succeeded

Wednesday night. The captain lost
bearings in the thick vapor, while unlertaking to go through Two Bush

Perkins; dialogue.

from Arbutus
and four visitors
dandruff
vanishes so ent,
Promptly when PARISIAN S.VtiE is grange, Surry. The program was not
used
carried out, owing to the lateness of the
s

Paraola grange. No.

NERVES

Herbert W. Bears, grand secretary of the
grand lodge of Odd Fellows of Maine,
died of typhoid fever at his home in Portland, Wednesday, Jan. 10, aged forty-nine

224, ORLAND.
vrb killed and Arthur Brown, of WinsNarramissic grange held open session for
ow, was injured before daylight Thursthe installation of officers Jan. 13. The
lay morning, when they were caught half
lessons
were
and
ably
impressively | vay across a 600-foot trestle over Gulf
rendered by D. I). Norris L. Heath, instal(treani on the Bingham branch of the
1
ling officer, assisted by Mrs. Gertrude Maine Central railroad by a snow plow.

mem-

HANCOCK.

morn-

NABRAMI06IC.

were

dially

for installation.

were

Banishes Dandruff
Itqulcdy Wilts the dandtuff germs;
«iHt

Progranrof
Closing.

of Ocean View grange.

PA. MO LA,

rary

form.

403, wmrr ellbwobth.
Harvest Home grange met in regular
session Jan. 13, with the master and all
the officers present exoept Flora. After
the routine of buainees, the offloers were
installed except Flora and lecturer by F.
W. Rollins in a pleasing msnner. The
march was used for installing purposes,
the marshals being Miss Emma A. Reed
and Ernest Smith, with Mrs. Hattie H.
Carter and Sherman Cunningham as asThe march made the occasion
sistants
very interesting. At recess hour games

vegetable extract*.
"Nis*
why It I* periootly harm lee* and can be taken
**Uy u well a* u*ed externally

Hodgdon,

Sister

The crops that pay me best.
The things I do on the farm that
most

Cove installed the officers for the coming
He was ably assisted by Bro. and
year.

471, SOUTH

without

__

Pur* Pood Um.

(b)
(c)

received, and three candiinstructed in the third and
degrees. A harvest supper folBro. Julieu Emery, of Salisbury

lowed.

early Friday

burned

was

sis

returns.

were

New

aaavnr homk,

Oompoeed of (note, oil*

dates

for

Hinckley,

ing. The fifteen girls occupying the cottage escaped in their night clothing.

ast

were

ton and Lakeview granges

a

and at

U. Young; introducing
officer,
Sister Fannie Young. The literary probox
was
all.
A
enjoyed by
supper
gram
will be held at the hall Wednesday
Jan. 24.

un1

bership

applications

Two

granges.

S81ri>«tf«mnrt*

The Grange cottage at Good Will Home.

The Bull line steamer Carolyn, bound
’rom Stockton Springs for New York with
,500 tons of potatoes and paper ou board,
(truck on the north end of Metinic ledge,
it the western entrance to Penobscot bay,

Call to order; music.
Conferring fifth degree.
Five-minute talks on the following:
(a) The animals that bring me the best

JOHN DORITY, 381, SULLIVAN.
At the regular meeting of John Dority
grange Friday evening, Jan. 12, thirty*
five members were present and visitors
from Bay View, Ocean View, Oberryfieid, Harvest Home and Rising Star

line program of music was
a late hour grange closed

time,

Daniel

——

Address of welcome.Marie Jordan
Response.Frank Marks
Business.
Report of granges.
Conundrums.
Topic: To what extent are we helped by
the grauge?.O. L. Flye, Fred Phillips

BLUE HILL.

twenty-three
present. Various committees were appointed and a short literary program was
presented. The question, which afforded
lots of discussion was: “Should women
receive the same wages as ir.en for the
same labor performed?”
Decided by vota
in the affirmative. Owing to the severe
storm Jan. 5, but a few from here attended the Pomona meeting at North
Sedgwick. They report a good time.

social

enjoyed,

treasurer

jlejj>riTe

477,

j

grange met J*n. 11, with
members and one visitor

members and
eighty
guests sat down to the tables. After a

Jan. 13, with
grange
thirty members and one viaitor present. Three candidates received the drat
The lecturer and
and second degrees.

to<thache, lumbago
many other ilmilar drawback* that
you
of good heal!
Guaranteed

Massa{«qua

SOUTH

KlTTKRY TO CAKIHOU.

grange

elected

158, XORTH BUCXSPORT.
Floral grange held Often session for installation of officers on the evening of Jan.
FLORAL,

Mariaville

ab(olnt«l*
absolutely relieve* luln
pain
and remove* th* cauae.
Prevent* th* maKlM
from euffenlng. ward*
off chill*, produce* a
Q uiek ^ixwdy and permanent relief fromrheumati*m, cold*. *ore throat,
•prain*. lam—.
new. pain*, ehllbt

the

better condition.

MA88A PAQUA,

fourth

HAKIIORMIDR, 478. SOUTH BROOKHVILLE.
Harhorstde grange met in regular »c*h>ion Wednesday, Jan. 3, with fifty-three
prvicnt, including visitors from Main bow
and Hast Hluehill granges. Seven were
instructed in the third ami fourth degrees.

for

•

Feb.

Owing to weather conditions and bad
traveling, there were but twenty-two
patrons, including visitors from Bayside

bottles have been used-and
eradicate

reason.

Financially

A committee was appointed to draw up a
constitution and by-laws respecting the
Two applications were received and re- I gathering of the neats, and this commitferred. It being installation of officers, tee, which ia headed by Bro. Herbert Hale,
Bister Beulah Allan installed Bro. Hale as will report at the next meeting.
master, and then Worthy Master Hale inThen they discussed “The Hen as a
stalled the other officers. Bro. Ray Thurs- Business Proposition’*. D. Edwin Allen
ton, Bister Florence Morgan, Bro. Austin was followed by Mrs. Bertha Orcutt on
Btaples and Bister Hattie AU#n were the same subject, “from a woman’s point
ushers. Cake and coffee were served at of view.’*
recess.
Several of the brothers took part in the
discussion of the topic: “vVhat piece of
BAY8IDR. 478, ELLSWORTH.
farm machinery has given me the moat
Owing to the extremely cold weather,
the attendance at the meeting Jan. 10 was satisfaction the past year, and why?”,
The host grange presented a pleasing prosmall
After the regular business, a short
and Worthy Master Heath reached
program was rendered, followed by a gram,
home just before
dar£ Monday night
social hour. At the next meeting, Jan.
17, the first and second degrees will be —three days later!
conferred on two candidates.
Fallowing is the program for the meetMembers of this grange who attended ing of Hancock Pomor.a grange with
Pomona at Bay View last Wednesday re- Brooklin grange Tuesday, Feb. 6:
port a good time and a cold ride.
Opening exercises.
in

was never

A Sprain or Cat calls for quick
Don’t try experiments.
Yon are safe and sure with the old,reliable
treatment.

Switzerland glaciers are receding
notable one
one
having
shrunk more than 1,000 feet in the last ten
All of

_

“Suffered day and night and torment of
itching piles. Nothing helped me until I
used Doan’s Ointment. It cured me permaHon. John B. Garrett, Mayor
nently."
Girard, Ala.—Advt.
—

Old

JOHNSON’S
iLinimenti
*"00™
Liniment

__

perceptibly,
years.

The

r101 Year1

Pfllm
Beat laxative.
Syatem.

Used over xoo years for Rheumatism, Swellings,
Stiff Joints, Wounds.
Used inwardly for
Colds, Sore Throat, Croup, Bowel Troubles.
2Se and 50c Battle*.
I. S. JOHNSON 4

At all Dealer*.

CO.. Bwtoa. Man.

aubmitrmmtt

<£l)c tfrllgruortl)

2ltncrircm

of pussy willows, half-blown,
picked Jan. 12, is ivthe possession of our
North Sullivan correspondent.

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

Pomona grange has set

Hancock

AT

Driving in Berlin one day ten years ago,
grand duke of Schleswig-Holstein sped
oward a child. The youngster, standing
n the s'.reet,
laughed at the speeding
Death seemed unavoidable, but
lorses.
iuntber K. Licks, son of the owner of the

BT THE

jurisdiction
grange
which collects the largest and next largest
lubordinate

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

nests,based

membership.

This

ought

to start

OBITUARY.

brown-

a

tail moth contest withiu each subordinate
grange, and after this is decided, the

entered for the

anited collection could be

2,362 Pomona prize.
Apropos

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 17, 1912.

of

_

Ban-

in the

recent article

a

?or News entitled “Some Pigs”, which
isks the public to beat the record
>ut by Messrs. Kent & Wheeler, of East

given]

The Tariff Board Chairman.

Arrington, our Prospect Harbor correipondent writes: “E. W Cleaves, from a
jiary which he has carefully kept, quotes
the following: In 1905 he killed two pigs

The Textile Manufacturers' Journal,
New
of
York, in biographical
sketches of the members of the nat
ional tariff board, says of Henry C.

j

had always been together in the
pen, and fed from the same trough.
Pig No. 1 weighed 585 pounds. No. 2, 660

Harry

was

scared

so

that he could not

the

moose’s

moose

feet

up three

back stood

high”.
The oldest sleigh io daily
less

use

of tbe oldest in the State

doubt-

so

“Where

The alliance met
the Castine house. This was
it being men’s night.

j meeting,

j

used,

a

old his
;be
lad

present incumbent, is understood

to

be a candidate to succeed himself.
Others who have announced their
candidacy are Capt. Henry J. Joy,
Hollis B. Estey and ex-Mayor Henry
E. Davis, of Ellsworth, all good
men—and there may be others.

other dashboard

recently

been struck

hereabouts for many a day. That it
may permeate the whole town is a result sincerely to be hoped for.
Maine Harbor Plans Turned Down.
Unfavorable reports on proposed improvements of four river and harbor projects on the Maine coast were made by Col.
W. E. Craighill, army engineer in charge
stance

were

The surveys in each in-

Another survey was for the improvement of Kennebunk river. The engineers
say there is no commercial necessity for it,
river is chiefly used for yachts
pleasure craft.
The survey of Corea harbor at Gouldsthe

and

developed information,

boro

says, that all tbe

chiefly by
Tbe

business

fourth

would be

born

was

in Amherst

years ago, and his death comes at
he close of nearly half a century of ser-

; vice
unequalled in this or any other state
is deputy-sheriff, first of Hancock and for
j
:wrenty years of Penobscot coun:y.
Mr. Foster’s service was characterized,
is was the man, by ability, by unswervi ng adherence to duty, by keen and able
ludgment, by endurance, faithfulness and
j
perseverance. The veteran deputy-sheriff
was known and esteemed throughout the

the

report
there; is done

State,

and those

Knew

him

as

a

w'ho served

under him

kindly superior,

a

loyal

friend.
iur.

ruaicr

muveu

Brewer twenty yean ago.

declares that the
harbor is not desirasmall interests that

report

be

was

known

integrity. His

benefited.

as a

Ainnersi

irum

In

citizen

retirement

as

both

to

places

highest
deputy-sheriff \

of the

years ago, but his health, though
not of the best, had been as good as usual
came two

Henry D. Averill Dead.
Dr. Henry D. AveriLl, lor twenty years
Dr.

practicing physician in Bar Harbor, died
in Steuben Saturday.
For some three years past Dr. Averill
had been ill in a hospital, of nervous
trouble. He was taken to Steuben three
months ago, where be was cared for by
a

|

during the past few months.
Beside the widow, who was Miss Martha
J. Orcutt, of Amherst, Mr. Foster leaves
an adopted daughter
Mrs. Isabelle Antoine, and many well-beloved nieces and
nephews. The funeral was held Sunday
at the residence on Holyoke street.

his wife.

j

Bridgeport,

Maine Teachers’

Jan. 15.

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actsuring directly upon the blood and mucous
sent free.

faces cf the

Price, 76*.

svstem.

Testimonials

Sold by all Druggists.
Family Pills for constipation.

per‘bottle.

Take Hall’s

MARIAVILLE.
Charles Goodwin is in the lumber business.

Frank Frost is operating this winter at
Lead Mountain pond.
Mrs. John Jordan is Btill very poorly.
Rer sister is with her.

William Stanley, of Brewer,
bis nephew, Willis Salisbury.
v
Jan. 15.

is

visiting

reporter that he
pin “the
had ever

a

to look after

ville^

where he is

tea because my stomach would not retain anything else.
I took many remedies, but obtained no relief until I
took Hood's Sarsaparilla, when I began
to gain at once.
Am now cured.“
Pure, rich blood makes good, strong
nerves, and this Is why Hood's Sarsaparilla, which purifies and enriches the
blood, cures so many nervous diseases.
Get It today In usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

irgal

Jan. 15.

a

Ida Ward well has returned from
where she has been employed.

Bluehill,

H. E. Perkins and
were in Bucksport last

Raymond
week

on

Perkins
business.

The installation of officers of Penobscot
chapter will be held at Masonic hall
Saturday evening, Jan. 30.
Jan. 15.
Woodlocke.

-iBAR HARBOR.

Ralph F., son of John Manchester
proprietor of the Belmont hotel, died
Saturday at Long Beach, Cal., aged
thirty years.
Fred W. Chandler, formerly of Bar Harbor, died Saturday at his home in Nobleboro, where he moved a short time ago.
He had been ill a long time. He was a
native of Portland, but for the past ten

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon.
District or Maims as.
On this 131b day of January. a d. 1912. on
reading the foregoing petition, it InOrdered by the court, that a hearing
had
upon the name on the 23d day of February,
a d. 1912, before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 19 o'clock in me forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in tbe Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district. and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted
And it is farther ordered
by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at thefr places of residence
as stated.
Witness the
Honorable Clarence Hale.
Judge of the said Court, and tbe seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on tbe 13th day
of January. a. d. 1®J2.
Jamks E. 11 iwir. Clerk.
!L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—JsMrs E. Hrwky, Clerk.

a

Herman Clark, pastor of the Eden
tist church, has been confined to tne
house the past week with grip.

Bap-

Lungs

CERTAIN instrument purporting t>o be
s
the last will and testament

A codic.I
copy of
of

and

MARY F1SKE

i

When

Massachusetts. duly authenticated, having
been presented to the lodge of probate for our
said county of Hancock for the pm pose of being allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of

our said county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given t©
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a
copy of this order three woeka successively in the Ellsworth American, s newspa
per printed at Ellsworth, in said county
o! Hancock, prior to tbe sixth day of February, a. d. 1912, that they may appear st
a probate court, then to • e held at Ellsworth
in and for said connty of
Hancock, at teo
o clock in the forenoon, and
how cause, U
any they have, against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate
A true copy of the orialnal order.
Attest:—T. P. Maronky. Register.

Cure.

bay gold dollars for fifty
rents it is a good time to purchase.
In ordering a 50c bottle of Dr. Howard’s
relebrated specific for the care of constipa:ion and dyspepsia at 25 cents, G. A. ParIberia giving one of the greatest trade
chances ever offered to the people of Ell»"
one can

aorth.

does not digest well, if there-is
pain in the stomach, if the tongue

If food

fas or
is coated and the

breath

bad,

if

there is

j
wnapuation and straining, Dr. Howard’s
specific will cure you. If it does not you
have Druggist Parcher’s personal
guarmtee to return your

money.

STOUGHTON, late of CAMBRIDGE,

in the county of Middlesex, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the
probate thereof in said Common wealth of

Guarantees

I

To all persons interested in tne estate hereinafter named.
A‘ • probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the six
teenth day of January, a. d. 1912,
being an
adjourn d session of the January, a. d. lfil'j
term of said Court.

MJfrwinf
for the action
THEindicated.
It i»

having been prethereupon herein*
hereby ordered that no-

matte*

sented
*tter
tice thereof

be given to all persons interested
Dr. Howard’s specific gives quick relief
by caiising a copy of this order to be-pub
and makes permanent cures of
three weeks successively in the Ells
constipa- I lished
American a
tion, dyspepsia and all liver troubles.
j worth
published ai
Ellsworth, in said newspaper
that they may ap
These are strong statements, but Mr. pear at a probate county,
court to be held at Ells
Parcher giving his customers a chance to worth, in said county, on the sixth day oi
Feoruary. a. d. 1912. at ten of the clock in tb<
prove their truth at just half the regular
a°d bC he*rd th«r®o“ W they se<
cause000’
price-sixty doses for 25 cents. If they I John T. Miller, late of
Blueblll, In sale
are not found true, all
you have to do is to county, deceased. A certain instrament dui
porttng to be tbe last will and testament o;
ask for your money.
said deceased, together with
petition for pro
bate thereof, presented by Nellie I. Ridion
the
executrix therein named.
J EROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of said Court
A true copy of the original order.
Atteat:—T. F. Mahonuv. Register.

myself

NOTICK or FORECLOSURE.
Charles L. Martin, of Snlli.ai
iu the count, of Hancock and
State <
by A1* n>ort**ge deed dated May 10,
d 1006, and recorded
April 0. a. d..l*i0 1
Hancock county reglatry o» deeds. In »ol 40
page 205, conveyed toGipi.cn H. Hants an
Dalkaa H. Hanna, both ol Sullivan, aloreaaii
of » certain lot or
par.
8uI|1v*D and couni
and State aforesaid, known a,
the Webber lo
arid upon the town plan aa No 1, D.
the «al
lot to contain filly acres more or leas2,
And whereae the condition of
said mot
*od Still remaii
broken, row It
therefore, by reason of tl
breach of the conditions thereof we
claim
foreclosure of said mortgage, and
give th
*
not*ce for that purpose.
Jan.fi, 1912.
Gipson H. Hanna.
DatLaa H. Hanna.

WHEREAS

when I began using It. I gained very
slowly at first, but I could see that it
me.

“After I had taken It a while I commenced to raise up a stringy, sticky
substance from my longs. This grew
less and less In quantity as I continued
the treatment.
“1 grew more fleshy than I had been
for a long time, and now I call myself

Ut,.UI1<!'V .de?V'a'f
and*H..n^

bro.ken

well.”
Druggist for a Free Peruna
Almanac for 1012.

HTATE OF MAINE.
Hancock »».—At a prooate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock.
on the second day of January, in the year
of our Lord one thonsaud nine hundred and

Or. A. Parcher Sells Reliable Remedy

SALISBURY COVE.
Lewis Bowden, wbo was kicked by a
horse a few days ago and seriously injured,
is gaining rapidly.

lionkrwptrg.

ruptcy

Ton may experiment with many at
called wonderful new discoveries to
the core of Dyspepsia, Liver trouble
or Constipation,—you may spend
man;
hard earned dollars for the widely ad
vertised pills, powders or tablets, anc
after trying them all, you may fine
yourself practically no better than whei
There is one safe
yon commenced.
speedy, reliable, honsehold remedy
which has been prepared and sold ii
Maine for more than sixty years, anc
which has given relief to thousands oi
sick and suffering persons,—the true
and original L. F. Atwood's Medicine
or Bitters.
Doubtless your mother o:
grandmother kept it always in thi
house ready for use in time of trouble
and you will be glad to get back to it
after a series of disappointments. Gca bottle today, and be prepared to wart
off sickness. Thirty-five cents at you;
dealer’s.
The “L. F.” Medicine Co.
Portland, Maine.

at Half Price and

IH*rl»*rffe.

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a foil discharge
from ail debts provable against bis estaU
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from sucb discharge.
Dated this 8th day of January, a. d. 1912.
Chaulss P. Lcst.

GOOD WAY TO DO BUSINESS.

years bad lived in Bar Harbor, employed
as a druggist.
He leaves a widow, two
daughters and a son.

\)

In

CHARLES

Remedy fa
Dyspepsia.

are

Arthur Perkins recently purchased
heavy work horse at Rockland.

for

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
P.
LUNT. of Tremoot. In
the county of Hancock, and State of
Maine, in said district, respectful)} represents,
that <m the 2nd dsy of September, last past,
he was duly adjudged bauk-upt under the
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
all his
be has duly surrendered
and rights of property, and has fully compiled with ail the requirements of said acts
and of the orders of court touching his bank-

Back to tbe OMtlme

M.

PENOBSCOT.
D. C. Littlefield and Pierce Perkins
Dark Harbor, carpentering.

Zvotutu.

Bankrupt'* Petition
In the matter of
Crab lss P. UlT,

employed.

Nonary.

helping

WE

i

Wretched

Utterly

Guilford Blaisdell has gone to North
Bluehill to spend the remainder of the
winter with his daughter, Mrs. Charles

was

CAIII* €»r THANKS.
wish, through the columns of Tna
F.LLswoRTn AMastCAS.to express our
heartfelt thank# to the friends and neighbors,
who so kindly assisted us In our recent be
reave me nt in the loss of our beloved husband
and father. Also to the O. A R Foresters
and others, who sent the beautiful floral offerings. Mas. Jomn L- Pa*av.
Mr. awn Mas. Fa as* L. Ilonanoa,
Mr. and Mas. Paacv A. Paaav.
Ma. akd Mrs. Dsi-wowt L. Perky.
Mr. ard Mas. Harold E. Madpocus.
Sorrento, Jan. 18. 1912.

Bankrupt.

Miss Gertrude Mason, who is teaching
it Buck’s Mills, spent Saturday
d Sunaf
"
day at home.

Mrs.

^ pedal dSciiUL.

magaLike the

Nervous Prostration Long Endured
Before Remedy was Found.
Miss Minerva Reminder, Upper Bern.
Pa., writes: “For several years I had
nervous prostration, and was utterly
wretched.
I lived on bread and beef

interest In

commission.
Cleveland, O

new

atfomisnmnu

our

SALESMEN
Hancock and adjacent counties. Hal ary
Address Tua Virroa Oil. Co.,

or

Quarterly.

Ask Your

8.

j

ville, and others.
The magazine contains some sixty-five
pages of excellent reading matter.

EAST ORLAND.
Miss Bernice Mason is at home for a vacation.
W. A. Wilt came home Friday and is
preparing to move bis family to Green-

May-

_

gave him

juardt, of Colby college. Superintendent
Prank O. Wadsworth, of Hallowell, SupernteMfent Herbert C. Libby, of Water-

G.

Threatened Her Life.

How'* This?
We offer One Hundred Dollar* Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrah Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 16 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transaction s. and financially able to carry out any
Obligations made by his firm.
Walking, Kiknan A Marvin.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo. O.

H

ing winter We have decided to pay for No. 1
00 per
woods.
per cord. For No. 2. $8
cord. For No. S, #5 80 per cord, delivered in
the vard at our factor*. All who wish to fur
niah us with a quantity of these woods. we
would like to have call at the factory office aa
early as possible and state the amount you
could furnish, and consult with ua to regard
to our requirements for sire and quality of
wood to be furnished at these prices. Elus
worth Hardwood Co.

irst number, it is replete with matter of
vital interest to school teachers.
It contains articles by State Superintenlent Smith, President Aley, of the University of Maine, Professor Anton Mar-

officiating.

Catarrh of the

Sidney

man

zine for Maine teachers is out.

—

DOCTORS TAILED.
RESTORED BY PERUNA.

V. Torrey, Joshua Sawyer, C. O.
Martin, C. H. Dolliver, Albert D. Moore,
Fred J. Rich, William H. Thurston.
P. M.
Jan. 16.

story and the other

pin on payment of the small sum he
given to the Cairo beggar. The over-

The second number of the

large

*

nard

ARDWOOD-We are In the market for
white birch, yellow birch aod rock
maple, to be delivered at our factory the com

beard of”.

Ethel

Jau. 15.
R.
M’KiNLEY.
Doe* Much for Maine.
Calvin Gordins and wife moved from
In point of service to the community, and West Tremont last week.
Do not worry so much about your encertainly to the State, no institution exceeds
Frank Nickerson has returned from a emies. Most of those you suspect of direwhat is accomplished by the Union Mutual i few days’ visit in Old Town.
futly plotting against you are not think!
life insurance company, of Portland, which
Seth Nickerson and wife left Monda> j ing of you at all.
has over *5,000,000 invested and loaned in for Portland.
Mrs. Nickerson will re- !
ceive treatment while there.
Maine, and carries more millions still of inMrs. Flora
atrorrttftnnma.
surance upon the lives of the people of the
Murphy is housekeeper in Mrs. Nicker- I
/
son's absence.
State. Every year it pays to beneficiaries under policies carried in Maine more than *100,SAVINGS BANK OFFICERS.
000. In these ways the help which it is to the
Officers and corporators elected at the
progress of the State is most pronounced.
annual meeting of Tremont savings bank,
Because of these facts the sixty-second an
P. W. Richardson,
on January 9, are:
nual report, published to-day, has more than president ; Eugene M. Stanley, vice-presiordinary interest, and it is a satisfaction to dent; H. P. Richardson, treasurer; P. W.
observe that the past year was one of strong Richardson, H. P. Richardson, hi. M.
advancement to this institution which means Stanley, E. A. Stanley, W. H. Thurston,
Misg Ninette Porter, Braintree, Vertrustees.
so much and has done so much for the busiThe corporators are H. P. Richardson, mont, writes: “I have been cured by
ness interests of Maine.
P. W. Richards >n, E. M. Stanley, E. A.
Peruua.
The increase shown in assets and surp'us
Stanley, O. M. Kittredge, Eben B. Clark,
“I had several hemorrhages of the
and in the insurance items indicate that the Charles Robbins, George
W.
Billings,
The doctors did not help me
Union
usual prosperity has attended the
George M. Wallace, Willis Dolliver, D. F. lungs.
Mutual’* operations, and that it is a desiraNorwood, Willis Watson, Lewis F. Gott, much and would never have cored me.
W.
Thomas
8.
Charles
Martin,
Tapley,
“1 saw a testimonial in a Peruna
ble company with which to place one’s proFrank L. Manchester, Oscar L. Bragg, Alalmanac of a case similar to mine, and
tection, especially since, as a Maine institu- len L.
Will E. Gott, E. H. Bunker,
Black,
tion, it is constancy seeking to promote the D. 8.
Gott, Beniamin Murphy, Sylvester I commenced using it.
development of the 8tate.—Advt.
8. Rich,
Loren D. Rich,
“I was not able to wait on

Gott,

Cfcl.intrti.

be

recovery of his
most remarkable incident he

her
home
with
years she had made
her daughter, Mrs. Hatch Parker, who
has patiently cared for her in her later
years. Besides Mrs. Parker, she leaves
two other daughters—Mrs. Clara Rowell,
of Waltham. Mass., and Mrs. Lucy RobConn., and one son
bins, of
Edward Hatch, of Castine.
The funeral
was held
at the home Saturday, Rev
R. C. Douthitt, of the Unitarian church,

it

over

pin?”

get that

you

considered#tbe

The
Rebekabs held a whist party at
their hall Tuesday evening.
The committee for the evening was Mrs. Walter
Jordan and Miss Aggie Perkins.

in

bronchial

Foster

I vMr.
! eighty

one man.

dredging of Bluehill
ble, because of the

came

Friday at his home
pneumonia.

died

Srewer, of

New England Portland Cement Co., and
would be expensive. The engineers find
there is no justification for it.

it

Ex-Deputy Sheriff Foster Dead.
Frank B. Foster, formerly of Amherst,
ind for many years a Hancock county

authorized by the last river j ieputy,

One of the surveys bad to do with the
dredging of a cove in Rockland harbor to
the southwest of
Atlantic point.
It
would be for the benefit largely of the

when

six years ago,

jvery winter for years.

and harbor law.

as

as

into Mr. Drummey*s possession, it bore on
its back hoard the hand-painted design of
a peacock
in natural colors. But the
feathers of the proud bird were ruffled by
the many hard winters it had passed
through, and. Mr. Drummey, with an eye
to the eternal fitness of things, cloaked
this emblem of departed splendor in a
Himhre coat of paint. The sleigh is apparently as sound as the day it was built,
rbe braces are of twisted iron. The sleigh
aas never been stored away as a relic, but
aas been given constant and hard usage

politically, was th^ keynote of the
annual meeting of the Merchants’
association last Monday evening. It
is the right spirit; it is the most

of this district.

oc-

cupants of the sleigh from snowballs from
tbe horse’s feet. The sleigh was doubtless
Even as
a very gorgeous affair in its day.

The get-together spirit for the good
of this community, industrially and

cheerful note that has

sleigh body
shield, to protect

or

did

joyed Berliner assured

M.

l or County Commissioner.
For the nomination of county commissioner on the republican ticket
there is likely to be a spirited contest. Mr. Page, of Bucksport^ the

o*«r

Jfcjflp OHantdl.

I was in Cairo last year,” resub-manager, “a beggar sold it
o roe tor a trifle.”
The pin was handed over for inspection,
rbere were Lick’s initials and “for galantry” engraved on the back. Mr. Licks I

owned

is

aPPICRH

j

“When

Mrs. Walter Bartrain left last week for a
by Superintendent-of-the-Poor I visit of several weeks with her daughter,
J. Drummey, of Ellsworth. This sleigh Mrs. Harold Carew, after which she will
spend several weeks in her former home in
can be traced back to its ownership on
Shrewsbury, Mass.
Mt. Desert island 125 years ago. It is of
Iu the death of Mrs. Otis Hatch, on
old design, but not unlike some of the ! Wednesday, Jan. 10. Castine lost its oldest
1
low-bodied high dashboard sleighs af- citizen, her age being ninety-eight last
October. Mrs. Hatch was born in Brooksfected by some of the Riverside Drive
ville, but had lived in Castine since a
swells in New York. It resembles more young girl. She had been in
remarkably
the Russian models than the modern good health up to the time of her fall a
few weeks ago, which was the cause
American designs. In front of and above
of her death.
During the past five
is anthe dashboard on the

diK.omacy.

one

JUflal Xotlctb.

Co lift
Monr.'»<lrti|r«tor«, Jo.tT*h*»t hnd
c»t«d hr B. T. So«l,; hot
t». Inquire ol B. O Mooee. Blteworth.

plied the

weejt.
Wednesday evening at

in Ells-

sleighing,and

worth—when there is

NO ALUM, NO LIME PHOSPHATE

CASTINE.
Mrs. H. D. Crie and daughter
spent several days in Rockland last

got
Pretty
scared, too, and lit out for cover at a
hair
on
that
“the
rate.
rapid
Harry says
the

soon

The only Baking Powder made
from Roya IC rape C ream offa rtar

a

MAN—To

were

stand up.

received

he

Licks presented his card to a
mekremail too." and take care ot
Hkwbtt A
-lerk of the Astor, a sub-manager was
lathe* in novelty shop.
tent to escort him to Mr. Muschenheim’s ; WaiflHT. Bristol. Vi.
iffice. The visitor saw a pin in his escort’s tie. It resembled the lost one.

When he was taro years old his mother
died, and he found a good home with his
father’s sister, Mrs. W.
Chapman, they
caring for him as their own. The first
week in December he was taken with
quins; sore throat; he got out from that,
w'aa stricken with paralysis and lived but
Here’s a moose story from our West a week. He was conscious until the end,
Franklin correspondent which sounds which came Saturday morning, Jan. 6.
He was a member of East Bluehill grange;
rery scary—a moose was scared, a horse
also of the Y. P. 8. C. E. The sympathy
was scared and a man was scared.
Harry i of the
community goes out to the beGoodwin with his horse was in the woods reaved family.
The funeral was at the home Mjpnafter hoop-poles, when he heard at a disaay. Rev. Charles Hargrove, of the Baptist
Soon he saw a
tance a queer noise.
church, officiating. The floral offerings
moose, with Urge, spreading antlers, com- were many and beautiful, including Urge
and
that
he
carnation pinks,
roses and
him.
To
for
pieces of
say
ing directly
the horse were scared is putting it mildly. ferns from the grange, the Chase Granite
and
seventeen
and
roses
from
Co.,
pinks
The moose came so near that Mr. Goodwin I his
young friends here.
hit him with a hoop-pole to keep him off.
Jan. 15.
G.
The horse was so scared it lay down.

many feared—groundlessly, as now appears—
had been put in charge of a "mere theorist
and college professor”.
Not only has Professor Emery made a pleasant impression about the treasury, but his
associate members of the tariff board respect
his industry and judgment and his leadership. He is tall, but not slender, has proved to
be a good mixer in the political sense, and is
generally reputed to be a good fellow. While
the appointment of Professor Emery as chairman of the tariff board might be said to be
personal with the President, it is a fact that
heads of
the departments
of
several
economics at various universities agreed almost o animously that among their number
leman from New Haven would be the
tne _vbe-i si. ted, all things considered, to meet the
re-quin nents of the position in scholarship

so.

When

1,145, which is more than
quoted by the East Orrington butchers, their combined weight
being 1,123 -or singly 513 and 610 pounds.”
those which

yonug man’s
When Licks did

call.

^stor.

total of

pounds, a

was so

•oetly scarfpin, on which was his initials
md the words, “for gallantry.”
In 1906 Licks and his father visited
igypt. In Cairo the pin was stolen.
V reward was offered in vain. After waitmonth,
ng in Cairo for more than a
jiclw and his father returned to Berlin.
\ few weeks ago the elder man sent the
younger to New York to study the hotel
easiness under the father’s eld acquaintrace, William C. Muschenheim, of the

Again death has entered our midst and
taken Earle Curtis, but seventeen years of
ige. He was born in Prospect, coming
here with his parents when an infant.

»ame

Hon. Henry Crosby Emery, chairman of
the tariff board, has worked hard on all divisions of the recent wool report, giving
coherence to its findings, and has undoubtedly added to his personal popularity {because of bis genuine and studious interest in
the work) not only iu the treasury itself but
before associations and individuals throughout the country; and he has undoubtedly
added to his own reputation as au economist,
and to the reputation of economists generally. by blazing the way in this rather
practical business investigation, which, as

be
o

BAKING
Abao/uiefy Pi#r®

severely.
impressed that be took
name and requested h^m

and braised

The duke

Baptist

which

Emery, chairman of the board:

icrses

Oapt. John T. Miller, a respected citizen,
died at his home Jan. 3, at the advanced
age of eighty-seven years and six months.
He was born in Montreal, Que., July 4,
1824. and came here with his mother w hen
in intant.
For about forty years he followed the sea. In September, 1842, he
married Miss Nancy Carlton, of Bluehill.
Fight children were born to them, all of
whom are dead.
Since the death of his wife about fifteen
rears ago, he has been tenderly cared for
by uis granddaughter, Mrs. Nellie I Ridlon, who had lived with him. He was a
church. The funIMIS but of the
eral was held at his borne Saturday, Jan. 6,
Rev. Charle Hargrove officiating.

on

ROYAL
POWDER

Continental hotel of New York, dashed
rom the pavement and shoved the child
rat of the way. Licks was struck by the

its

in

number of brown-tail moth

This week’s edition of The
American is 2,350 copies.

Average for the year of 1911,

A. J. Grindle i» home from Frankfort.
Lester Grindle came home from Worcester, Mass., Sunday.
Harold Conary is attending Shaw’s business college in Bangor.

grand

a

Pin.

a

he

EAST BLUEHILL.

food example for Pomonas all over the
State, by offering prizes of |5 and |3 to the
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and
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To All persons interested in either of the •«
tales hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, Id »Qd
for the county of Hancock, on the second
day of January, a. d 1911.
following matter* hating been prsaented for the action thereupon herein,
after indicated, it ie hereby ordered that notice thereof be riven to all persona interested
by causing a copy of thia order to be publiahed three week* tncceaslyely in the fellaworth American, a newspaper publish.,: ai
Ellsworth, In said county, that they mar as.
pear at a probate court to be held at Elisworth, in aaid county, on the sixth day
of February, a. d
Itll. at ten of the clock
in ib* forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

THE

ie cause

Abby M. Fulton, late of South west Harbor
in aaid county, deceased. A certain
#tru*
ment purporiing to he the last will and testatum' of said deceased, together with
petition
for probate thereof, presented by
Abby 8
R buison, one of the executors
therein
named.
Andrew J. Whitney, late of Southwest Harbor. in said county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament of said deceased, together with
pe
lion for proba>e thereof presented by Mary
Kaler and Little O'Neill (formerly Halbert)
the executrices therein named.
Ellen Donovan, late of Ellsworth. In said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Mary Ellen Linueban, the executrix therein named.
William H Colaon. late of Csstine. tn said
county, deceaaed. A certain Insit urn* nt purporting to be the last will and testament of
■aid decased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Nora E. Conner,
the executrix therein named.
fieorge A- Foss, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceaaed. A certain instrument purporting to b« the last will and tes.ament of
•sid deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Frank A. Foaa. the
executor th* rein named.
May A. Anderson, late of Orland. in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tbs iaat will and testament of
Mild deceased, fosetber with petition tor probaU thereof and Tor the appointment of William A. Anderson, administrator wiih the will
xnnexed. presented by the aaid William A.
Anderson, husband of said deceaaed
S-iaid
leeraaed having omitted to appoint an ex•cuior in said will.
Herbert A. Clement, late of Mount Desert,
■n said county, deceased
Petition that Addle
L Clement (Jau)t or some other suitable perK*n be appointed administrator of the estate
»f said deceased, presented by Addle L. element Uaolt, widow and also a creditor of said
Ida H. Hodgkins, late of Ellsworth, in said
rounty. deceased. Petitiou that Lewis HodgKina or amr other suitable person be splinted administrator of the estate of said debased.
Lewis
presented by
Hodgkins,
sidower of a id deceaaed.
Mary A. Patterson, late of Buek'port, in
laid county, deceased.
First and Anal account of Guy W. McAlister, administrator.
Sled for settlement.
Mary A. Franklin, late of Sullivan, in said
Second account of Amlounty. deceaaed.
irose Himpeon. executor, filed for settlement.
EMxabeth B Jarvis, late of Ellsworth, tn
►aid county, deceaaed.
Second and final acrottot of Henry M.
Hall, administrator dt
ton is now. filed for settlement.
Ft ankle M Jordan, late or Orland, In said
Final account of Charles
rounty dsceaaed.
1. Dunn, administrator, filed for settlement.
Deorgianna Wescott. a minor, of Eden, in
Petition filed by Angus M. Mactaid county.
Donald. guardian, for license to sell certain
real estate of said minor, as described in said
petition.
Daniel or

i>aniet

r.

Davis,

late

or bucn-

port, In Mid county. deeeaced. Petition filed
by A ante l>»vle, wloow, for an allowance out
jf tbe personal estate of eald deceased.
Charts* T. How, late of Keen, in eaid coan-

Petition filed by Samuel W.
ty. deceased.
bate* and Prank Q.
Bates. ad ra inlet rat ore
with tbe will annexed, that an order be ieaued
to distribute among the belra at law of eaid
deceased, tbe amount remaining in tbe hands
of eaid administrators C. T. a., upon the settlement of their second account.
Levi Franks, late of Brooksville. in eaid
county, deceased. Petition filed by Susan <1.
Franks, administratrix, that an order be issued to dialribuie among tbe heirs at law of
said deceased, the amount remaining In the
hands of said administratrix, upon the set*
lie ruen tot her firm account.
Edmund H. McCullough, late of Philadelphia, state of Pennsylvania deceased. First
account of Tbe Provident Life and Trust < ©Japan y. of Philadelphia. Peunsy ivania. executor, filed for settlement.
Etlumnd H. McCullough, late of Philadelphia state of Pennsylvania, deceased First
account of The Provident Life and Trust
company, of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
trustee, died for settlement.
Kdmund H. McCohough
late of Philadelphia, state of Pendayltanis, deceased Petition filed by Tbe Provident Life and Trust
Company, of Pbliaor Iphta, Pennsylvania,
trus ee in toe State of Maine, under tbe wilt
of said deceased, that said trustee in Maine,
be ordered by said court to tr»n»mil certain
funds received from the sale of certain real
estate of said deceased, in said Stair of Maine,
to the state of Pennsylvania, where the testator had bis place of domicile.
Benjamin r. Dunham, late of Caxtlne. la
said county, deceased.
Petition that B. E.
Tracy or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the aerate of said
deceased, presented by Alice J. Harmon,
daughter of said deceased.
Frances C. Dunham, late of Castlne, in said
county, deceased. Petition that B. E. Tracy
or some other suitable person be
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
presented by Alice J. Harmon, daughter of
said deceased.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of said Court.
A true copy of tbe origtnal order.
Attest:—T. P. Mahobby. Register.

appointed

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as. At a probate court held at
ip
Ellsworth
and for said county of Hsncock.
on tbe second dav of
January in the year of
our Lord one
thousand nice hundred and
twelve.
A
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
2\ copy of the last will aud testament of
CLARENCE STOUGHTON FlSKfc. late of

PETERSHAM.

In tbe county of Worcester, an 1 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of tbe
bate thereof in said Coomiou wealth of
pr<
Massachusetts, duly authcn> ica.ed. having
been presented to the judge of probate for our
said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed aud recorded tu tbe probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof t»e given to
all persons in it rested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successive!}
in the Blla> orth American, a newspaper
at Elli worth,
in said county of
printed
Hancock, prior |< the sixth day of February
a. d.
1912, that they may appear at •
court then to be held at Ellsworth,
probate
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and snow cause, if
any they have, against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register-

THE

subscriber Edward P. McCaulder here-

been duly
by gives notice that he
►appointed executor of the last will aud testaof
PETER C.

ment

M’CAULDER, late of BUCK8POBT.
in tbe county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by tbe Wrm* of »ai>< will And
1 Edwsid P McCaulder, the executor above
named, under a> d in compliance with tbs
provisions of section A3 oi chapter efi of the
•■evised statu >e« oi Maine, have appointed
Theodore H. Smith, of saio Buckap-rt. my atAil perrons
torney in the State of Manr
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present tbe s*m- tor settlement. and all indebted iher to are requested to make payment immediately.
Edwabd P MOCaulobb.
I
Bujksport, J an uary ft, 1912.

aubtrtttrmrot*.

abDcrtiermtmB.

f36btrtiKtnrnta.

Ellsworth Food Fair,

BOOST!

!

which will show you that we are moving way. Two years ago the State bought It for city, but these roads are to be used by city
an experimental farm and
shead and not going backward*.
paid #10 000 for It. and country people alike. Hence, a necessary I
The lumber business, al way* a leading busi- The men from the University of Maine. I equal distribution of the burden of their imbcou
ness in our State, ha*
supplemented under Prof. Wood, of the Maine experiment ; proveroent upon all the people.
a
The present system of taxation, which dia- j
luring the last ten year* by
very great de- station, took charge of it. The first expert- ;
AND
BAN
velopment in what is known as the pulp and ment they made wax upon the orchard which ; tributes from the State treasury, pro rata, a ;
1 paper industry, and I have seen figures slat- I bad practically never borne an apple, but the ! greater amount to the smaller towns than to
EVENING.
trig that the product of Maine lumber. Includ- j land had raised a small crop of hay every ! tho larger towns, in proportion to what they
will themselves raise, is based upon princi- !
pulp and paper, was valued at nearly forty year.
The trees were full of tops and were yellow ] pies of justice and equity, but the expendimillion dollars annually, and includes the |
°r omonne
Under the direction of ture of this momey,,without "ngiueering. or I
employment of nearly twenty thousand wage ; with starvation.
msciio”
*
Prof. Wood these trees were fertilized with the benefits of modern science, under the old i
earners.
Of WATBRVILLM,
The cotton and woolen mills continue to , different kinds of fertilizers; a small section
j HAlSKf,
of dragging the old mud back into !
system
run on full time.
While the latter industry was fenced off, Into which hogs were put; an- • the
road each sumner. to wallow through, as
PRINCIPAL speak**.
has been through a very discouraging period other section into which sheep were pastured, mud. the next succeeding fall and spring, is
own
in
Malue
it*
and
has
held
the
tree*
iu the country, it
rest was ploughed.
All the
I moat discouraging. Next to the impor'ance
and banquet of the a* compared with other states; and cotton were pruned, all waste wood being cut out of • of money in the development of our road
Ti»»0B0«l meeting
pulp and paper, em- the tons, and they were all sprayed. They j building, we need the services of the engisssocaltion Mondsy stand* next to lumber,
Merchants’
earners.
were
p.|.*ortl'
kept ploughed for two years—not only \
ploying about ten thousand wageI* a
hall marked the
The transportation business
good in- ploughed but harrowed, and the grass kept
Qenttemen, this Is all business for you to
.asst Odd Fellow*
dication of what people are doing. The fifty- down; and the present season this worthless 1 consider. It pertains to the whole State. I
year for tbi. aaaooUUon, second annual report of the State joard of farm, practically abandoned as far as the | make no local suggestions or allusions. It is
ot th0 curuin oa *nBW railroad commitslone s shows that we are orchard was concerned, produced over $6,000 a day of steam and electricity. It is a day of
"
mind over matter. It is a day of compulsory
sixteen steam roads and seventeen worth of apples.
for the advancement of operating
We have hundreds of thousands of ac-es of education and general enlightenment. The
, hard work
electric roads. The steam mileage is now
abandoned farms”, rocky aud ox team is supplanted by the automobile; the
a good roade meeting and
need at 2.259 mile*, an increase of eighty- so called
with
Fiuwoftb,
“
1910. The gross sod-bound, which are naturally adapted to tread wheel by the gasoline engine. The
ve miles during the year
uir i„ the immediate foreground. operating revenue for 1910 was #16.576,194. or the cultivation of apples, and we can raise telephone enables us to d6 business In Boston
tor eBort in the • 1.154.824 over 1909. The number of passen
the best apple in the State of Maine as to and New York without leaving our seat. We
,„d untold
fla/or, and the one that will keep the longest, can accomplish in a few minutes what would
gera carried was 6.859,049, an increase of 705,926 over 1909. The total number of tons of j of any state in the Union.
require our fathers a week of travel and hard
the eacoceeful comple- freight was 11,171.106. an increase of 640,068
Why shouid men, young or old, go West, work to do.
too.
It merked.
CO-OPRRATION.
over 1909.
The total number of employes en- North or South to develop any new industry,
a knitting mill
eecure
to
work
gaged in the steam railroad business was when Maine land well adapted to orcharding
tion of the
This is a day of big business, and we are
rnonuindnetrial
can be bought, many times with good buildft
ret
and
the
than
more
1909;
-the
1.352
10,619.
being
niiwnrtb
at-present much interested in our county
of the Merchants’ total amount paid to employes of the electric ings connected, on the basis of $25 an acre? just
Intervention and efforts to understand this
to the credit
What better opportunity for increasing the business.
railroads was fi.0JW.i3O. maxing the total InWe are all anxious to find out
iMPciation.
crease over wages paid in 1909 to railway emper cent, of out rural population for the next whether big business is to our advantage or
ten years than can he furnished by the prosHVHisem mbwiso.
There isn’t a manufacturing
ployes of #976 220
disadvantage.
The savings of the people also indicate pects of this industry?
was held in the
plant in Maine of any importance, but what
The business meeting
Our fifty-two
has its principal office in New York city, or
SUMMER RBSORT BUSIN ESN.
The members something of their prosperity. assets
bsll «t 8 o'clock.
of #98,savings banks show combined
While we are rehearsing these thingB about some other great city of commerce. There
In believing they
were » unit
602,W8.*0; the fortv trust companies. #46.145.- our
no large undertakings carried
on by
In office the 401.64; the
State, let us not forget about our are
loan and building assodo no better t ban retain
thirty-five
“
enormous
business.
This begins individual enterprise. There are but few
summer
so earnestly and
ciations #4.343.975.71; a total of #146,891.965.85, In the
men to-day equal to any considerable busiwh0 bad worked —--—-f
men
0 wdq
till
Visitors
and
lasts
spring
fa^.
and all were a gain over 1909 of #1.351.568.53.
to spend money from th^time they ness undertaking. It is a day of co-opera.Bciestly during the year,
In addition to this, forty-three of the begin
a* follows:
tion, and this co-operation finds its exprespass the Portsmouth bridge until thev reach
unanimously re-elected
seventy-two national banks in the State show the remotest corners of our ten million-acre sion in the modern corporation.
W.
A.
AlexanBy this
R. B. Kstey, president:
over 50 per cent, of tbelr deposits Id so-called
j.*,s
C
17
UnKInann
lr
forest reserve, or the tiniest island along our means, the capital of the people is gathered
E.
*•
Robinson,
jr.,
...
to
over
amount
vice-presidenti
eighteen
saving accounts, and
together for great undertakings
Through
miles
of
seashore.
more
than
three
thousand
H.
h.
millions of dollars, an increase of over 10 All
insurer;
“
Koy C. Haines, secretary;
medium, men and their money are
figures of income from this source in- this
maples, execu- | per cent, lo one year in this class of deposit*. crease
as they were formerly in an army, for
K O Moore.
constantly from year to year. The massed
The savings bank reports show that from best economists
W. A. Alexander, H. B.
the purpose of conquering all that comes
in our State claim that the
tire committee;
our total population of a little over 742,000. we
them.
before
W.
membership
H.
Morang,
carried
power of this income has
&tey and
have nearly 231 000 depositors In these banks balancing
Nearly everything we need and use in our
us through the
last two panics without
alone. As compared with about ten years
lives is brought to us through the coknowledge of their existence, exeept as we daily
the secretary and treasurer
of the corporation. Science and inago. these figures are nearly ail doubled.
operation
read in the newspapers.
Fifteen new
The last biennial valuation of tbe .State as
,«» read and accepted.
of health vention underlie it all. Steam and lightning,
and
This
of
climate,
scenery
crop
C.
Haines, reported in 1910, taken for the purpose of
Koy
fear of injury, both serve us at the
without
members were elected.
of
and
which
we
annually,
pleasure,
dispose
oar valuation to be #451.780,needs no phosphates or spraying. There are breakfast table, with all this genius and deC H Island and H. E. Kowe wereap- taxation, shows
119. an increase over 1906 of over #28,500.000.
velopment, we have but one thing to fear, and
All it needs is a
no taxes to be paid upon it.
tointed a committee to report on thesdIn fact, there Is no report of any kiod that
that is ourselves. We are going through the
auxiliwoman’s
a
with
of organising
liberal advertising
proper care and at- crisis of
not show the
which
does
refer
can
to
testing our selfishness. We are findyou
tention. It never becomes shopworn or out
State and Us people are moving along in the
ary to the association.
It ing out the uses of success, and how well we
of
and
the
commands
stvle,
highest
price.
to
for
adjournment
line of progress and prosperity.
x reo-ss was taken
can stand the same.
has
few
competitors.
uiti in uik
I like to go over these figures, because I am
roe queiiion in.
roou
tbs banquet room.
OUR WATER POWERS.
Amid all our
for the «re-»test number?
caterer John H. Leland was equal to the of a sanguine nature and believe to Maine,
I like to have something besides desire
and luxury, do we realize that the
and
abundance
served
we nave
dui one rest, commercial city in
was
in
the
and
banquet
occasion,
Hut the Slate, like a the State- Portland, and that hashnore manu- life of the laborer in the street is as sweet to
to place my belief on.
bb oaual complete manner. The tables person,
never stands still; it either moves
facturing than many of us imagine. A few him as the merchant who crosses the walk he
He was aswere stlractively decorated.
ahead or it goes backward*.
goods are distributed from Bangor, Rockland, makes clean? Do we all realize that the
We are all anxious fpr the future, and you I^wiston. Auburn and Augusta, but the most humblest homes cherish the greatest amsisted in serving by F. 8. Call. The menu
ha*
inwill note that our rural population
Of our cities and larger towns depend upon bitions? Do we never forget the principle
was as follows:
creased only 1 7-10 per cent, in the last ten their pay-rolls, which very largely depend that “honesty is the best policy”, and that
years, yet the census report shows that #5.- upon tne water-power in those localities, and the government under which we live was
Spring Chicken
591,000 was paid for farm labor in 1910, a gain around which these various towns have formed to make a more perfect unior, a
Pot..!M»»bed
t.
Suet
ClMbtrrv
110 per cent, over 1900.
of
Clams
greater liberty and broader opportunities for
grown up.
Kscallopec*
There is no more interesting subject for con- all?
Celery
AOUICCLTUKAL POMIBILITIE8.
sideration than these water powers. From
The average business man of the State, in
lint Hulls
It probably had set- them have practically resulted the cotton busi- our several communities, at work in the sevMaine is an old stale.
Ice Cream
Angel Cake
tlera from Europe very early in the seven- ness in Lewiston ana Biddeford. Augusta and eral pursuits aud professions of life, are the
Oflet
teenth century. Aa compared with our new Waterville. and the pulp and paper industry great jury of commerce The stand between
Cigars
ha* been alow, in the many towns along the Androscoggin. the promoter and the farmer, between the
western state*, its growth
After cigars were lighted, President H.
it ia atill a new country, great in area bat Kennebec and Penobscot rivers. It is claimed manufacturer and the banker, they are more
yet
C. Heines as small in population. I am not so sure that a by experts that we are the third State in the responsible for the shaping of
B. Eatey introduced
opinion
losst-i aster for the evening, a position great population is to be desired aa the kind unibn in the value of our water power. %Ve along correct and wholesome fines than any
which Mr. llaiues filled in his usual grate- of population and *he general prosperity of are said to have 1,568 lakes aud over 5,000 other class in the community. They are the
the people that live within our borders. We rivers and streams, and that our average great jury on concensus of opinion. The law
ful manner.
rat»k second in the production of pota- rainfall is forty-two inches.
merchant h is always been and always will be
After sn enthusiastic round of applause may of all the states in the
Union —I think I
Our State is peculiarly situated in this no inconsiderable part of the law of the land.
and
E. toes
had been given for C. L. Morang
have seen statement* to that effect in some regar^.
Our population is situated along
Qentlemen. with these few suggestions. I
0. Moore, lhe chief knitting roill Mboostand the growth of Aroostook county the river vallevs, mostly in the southern and
beg of you not to underestimate your duties
aa not only offaet the loaa in other rural counState, at a small and responsibilities to your fellow-men in this
eastern portions of the
ers”, the toastmaster introduced Mayor
C. H. Letand as the first speaker of the ties but hs* saved the state during the last elevation above the sea level, while our great year of our Lord 1912.
ten years from a net loss in its rural populaf^est and lake regions are in the northern
evening.
HON. JOHN A. PETERS,
tion.
aud western portions of the State, and not far
Mayor Inland devoted himself to a disthink this is a queer place and removed, with the mean elevation of six
You
The next speaker introduced was Hon.
cussion of municipal affairs. In the course time tomay
discuss this subject, bnt 1 feel that hundred feet above the
sea.
There are John A. Peters, of Ellsworth. He
spoke
of bit remarks suggesting the advisability the time has come when everybody has got to twelve
principal river systems, along which
of the development of oar natof the elimination of politics from mu- take hold of the uuestlon of Maine agricul- is already developed a good deal of water principally
for
ural
Washresources,
citing
example
horticulture. We are right power, and yet but a slight development as
nicipal elections. He spoke especially of ture and Maine
of the pulp
the need for a
better method of road on tbe edge of going backwards, and it compared to what we may expect in the ington county’s development
wood industry, blueberry canning and
doesn't seem to me that there ia any reason
building and repair, and suggested the
we should not he going forward in the
He believed Hancock
Kennebec river rises in sardine fisheries.
the
To
illustrate,
why
ebetioD of a street commissioner by vote matter of rural
population.
Moosehead lake. 1.028 feet above the sea level, county offered a larger field than Washof the people instead of by the board of
There has been and is hound to be a great and runs only about one hundred miles to
aldermen.
HU closing word was iu increase in tbe value of farm crops. The the Augusta dam, furnishing great power ington county, referring to the blueberry
plain* of the upper part of the county, the
appeal to the voters of Ellsworth to get country is now settled from tbe East to the in that short distance. The Androscoggi
for orcharding, and the
for s better administration of the West and cheap lands are no longer to he had. finds its rise only about 110 miles from suitability of laud
The increase in valuations which 1 have given Brunswick, 1,511 feet above the sea. Com- summer resort business of the coast which,
rs of Ellsworth.
as
taken
from
tbe
census reports of
these two rivers for illustration with the he said, was of vastly greater benefit to the
John O. Whitney, president of the yon. and
farms
livcstock.does not mean very much,
t. Lawrence river, which rises 1,800 miles
whole county than most of us realized.'
EUaaortb board of trade, was next intro- for
the same farms and the same from the sea at an elevation of 680 feet, or the
they are
As to the opportunities for outside induced, and had a word of commendation livestock,
hut the hinr that distresses me is Mississippi river, which rises in Lake Itaska
I
dustries
to locate here, he spoke of the untor the good work being done by the Mer- that the rural population is not increasing.
1,500 miles from the sea, at an elevation of less
We hear a good deal of late about tbe high 1 than a thousand feet, and you will see the excelled water power already harnessed
chants’ association.
here
in
of living, and everybody knows that
Ellsworth, and our natural desire
of great advantage of the water powers
BOS. W. T. It A INK*’ SPEECH.
arm products were never higher—except durn Maine.
to get some benefit from it. The knitting
Hon. William T. Haines, of Waterville, ing the Civil wur-than they are to-day.
our
State
has
one
lake
to
mill which we have secured Is a start, and
#Not only this,
We have at our agricultural college and ex- every twenty square nnles of area, or one
the principal speaker of the evening, was
he was gratified to note the generosity of
station, at Orono, thirty-two men ; square mile of water surface to every 14 3-10
tbrn introduced.
“Home Things about periment
the power company in the matter of rates
in teaching and experimental work,
miles
of
and
Walter
engaged
in
land,
Wells,
i
Main*,” was the subject of Mr. Haines’ tryiug to promote Maine agriculture, and tbe square
1868, estimated the possible development of for power, and in contributing to the fund
■p*ecb. md it was alive with facts and experiment station is issuing bulletins wnich our water falls at 2.655.200
horsepower, or to secure the mill. He thought it better
From are going to the Maine farmers as are a'so equal to the working euergy of 31,000.000 of to have small and diversified industries
elucidating and
the nature of ft, a careful
reading and bulletins from other experiment stations men.
; rather than one large one.
nese Janes rarotso a great balabcirig power
itodyar* ot cessary folly to digest it, and throughout tbe naiiou.
Mr. Peters then look up the subject of
the request that it be
their storage for the use of th»s water, bui I
!
by
in
full
was
intensified
farming.
which furnished the text for
printed
I the real storage which keeps the rivers run- good roads,
generally expressed. It follows:
Perhaps we can understand uur situation ning constantly throughout the year. so that most Of the speeches which followed. He
of the KUBwmth Merchant*' A*»o- by contrast a* well as in any other way
the
Merchants’
ThO machinery can be run and men and women tiiought
association
island of Guernsey, situated «>tf the coast of : can work without shut-down or interruption and board of trade should get together
to thank you for the Invitation to be
France, is said to he about the size of half of is in the great forest preserve iu the western and deviae some means for road betterwith you this evening. I enjoy meetour
Maine
towns
one of
cut in two cornerand northern part of our State. It is here that ment.
the fact that indihuataeaa men of Maine on any and aU ways. which would Rive it about 11,000 acres. the rainfall is husbanded
by the shade of (he vidua! growling won’t do it
owaaion*. There is a fascination about
bdfl- Upou this island live forty thousand people, trees, kept from evaporation, and slowly but
all; “we’ve
who ba*
to
and
gee together
engaged in many aud they don't live by the Guernsey cows I continually trickles down the brooks and got
growl, and after j
sin<U of bumoess aa
I have been. “Holiness'' either. They are engaged in farming, agri- streams into the great river systems, and our we get through growling, we should dej
very uncertain term, and 1 think perhaps culture and horticulture.
They
produce I supreme court has decided that the people vise some plan to remedy the evil.”
V
weil defined hv the
'.***• .we!1
by the oft-repeated early vegetables, flowers and fruit for Lon- ! have an interest in the preservation of these
P
e’ ‘bu*ine** <• uunuvw, aa
OTHER SPEAKERS.
iu muy
business,” aa in
any way. don markets Greenhouses are in common use forests, that every holder of this class of propv
y
of
this
yuor
and
the
little
of
are
like
all
others
laud
immunity
products
piece
The toastmAster then departed from the
u .w
erty. whatever may be his title, holds it under
*e aSd
interested iu your own affairs cultivated by these people sustain their own the applied liability that bis use of it shall be
program, and called for remarks from
tor your own advancement
population of forty thousand people and so regulated that it shall not be injurious to others
e
*■ Peasant to rehearse the local go to help feed the mi lions in London.
present. Among those who spoke
the equal
enjoyment of others, having an were YV.
A. Alexander, H. E. Rowe, W. H.
to talk of our hopes and prosTl»e Japanese we think of as little people equal right to the
enjoyment of their jjxoperyscw.lthinit i will use the few minutes
living in a country of beautiful flowers. They ty. not injurious to the rights of the commu- Titus, Harvard C. Jordan, Rev. R. B.
you
ine in giving you a little data
were farming the same farms they farm tonity, and that such property is not tne result Mathews, Rev. P. A. A. Killam and George
1
e
discovered of productive labor, but derived solely from B. Stuart
dtggTug out of different re- day long before Columbus
non
y »*>oui our Btate and particuAmerica.
State itself, the original owner, being inthe
Ku
lw
r?
The good roads discussion became gener,ariy shout iu agriculture.
that they raunot be al and animated. Mr.
Japan ha* about 21,000 souare miles of land capable of increase
Haines, who dewhich can be farmed.
From this crops are wasted or destroyed, so as to impove ish the
TS« OBOWTB Or MAIMS.
clared he could not keep his seat when
takeu which feed nearly fifty millions of peoasset
of
water
this
that
in
great
power;
people
this
was
under
/<>« lor Slew minutes lUten to ple; something like 2.900 to the square mile the
subject
discussion, entered
very purpose of government protects us In
Sr " ”*• *<~0l the State a. s whole. This are supported on that area.
the conservation of these forests- and it is heartily into it.
at ^otertaiuing aa whatiscomWe ofteu tear it said that farm products most gratifying to know and to realize that no
The result of the discussion was the ap• "bot-air”
speech, but it may are to become so high in the markets that the one is more interested in this conservation pointment of a committee on plans for a
*° lh® end
11 <»ay svl y«‘U to millions will soon be starving to death, but than are the great majority of owners in this
good roads meeting. This committee is as
’*onilf
>elative
»1
opportunities if we could farm like tbe Japanese, the state property. While they own these lands, they
,l m*y “»*ke you feel of Iowa, which is said to have 50,000 souare also owii mills, located on the rivers below, follows: John A. Peters, C. H. Leland,
more
*ud "s*i*hed, and it may stir miles of land that cau be farmed, would be and water power is as great an asset to them
Roy C. Haynes, Austin H. Joy and H. F.
Jour
do better and more work in able to sustain a population—on the basis of as is the timber which stands in the forests.
Wescott.
*od professions of life Japanese farming of more than one hundred
The meeting then adjourned.
There are just two euemies to this great
ty Bj.k*.
a«d biK*er
millions of people, which is more than the
first is fire, and the second, the
of the entire United litates to- property—the
Population was Uken by the
saw-mill, which is always the accensus
portable
BORN.
P«®Ple—an increase of 47,»5
ay. We in Maine, with our large area of cessor of the small land-owner, and his pracper ceotThis ** • Kreater over 31.250 square miles, even if only oue- tices of "cutting clean” is as nearly destrucper cent* of
increase than for any decade third of it or even one-sixth of it could be
tive for ihe preservation of timber and water EATON—At Little Deer Isle, Jan 4, to Mr and
since iMui
** * Kreater per cent, of in- devoted to the real purposes of farm land,
Mrs Michael D Eaton, a daughter.
power alike, as is the forest fire.
N«w Hampshire, would be capable of sustaining a population
Prom these water powers we may expect GRAY—At
Vermoat
Orland. Jan 7, to Mr and Mrs
much in the future for the development of
Kentucky and Ii»wa, of over ten millions of people.
Alvertie E Gray, a daughter.
onc
The Japanese realize above all things the our villages and towns, for light, beat and
close
P*r crnt 11 *•
o1 lndi®ns» Delaware,
Mary- value of crop rotation and of green m&uures. power, and 1 believe the day is not far dis- HASTINGS—At West Franklin, Jan 5, to Mr
l»od and
!t m*y look stusll as The government reports show that about tant when all our railroads will be electric
and Mrs James YV Hastiugs, a son.
"l**hington, which was 120 per one-fifth of the farm lauds are annually railroads; amt if Mr. Edison can perfect his
cent
e“* than one-third the averplanted to legume crops such as peas, beans, storage battery, as he assures us he will, this
age
M \ UKI »- l>.
ceut- °1 increase
se
throughout and clover, which are ploughed in or turned power will be made use of, not only in the
w** 11 P«r cent.
under for the benefit of the next crop. No- cities and villages, but in the country and on
Farm
lauds, buildings.
thing which can supply plant food to tbe the farm, to the great enjoyment of our rural BROWN-SYLVESTER-At Camden. Jau 3,
livestock, is valued in tht soil is wasted by the Japanese.
population, and the great increase of our
by Rev S>Ivanus E Prohock, Miss Y'ida F
in mo,
The custom as in tbts country of burning agricultural wealth.
>»l«. at giw,
Brown, of Eagle Island, to Lewis W Sylves- j
?>*». an 7"“ *« -waiue,
as in the western country of
over ***> of 62 6-10 pei
<*ot. Thn
ter, of Deer Isle.
potato stalks,and
GOOD HOADS.
of
corn
aud
is
the
stalks
conf“rma
straw,
has iucrcaaec
buruir g
TIT. being
JORDAN
PHILLIP8—At Ellsworth, Jan 13,
for
six
in
and
Our
State
is
area,
* dccrease in farm aret
large
01
sidered in Japan a criminal wuste.
They
by Rev P A A Killam, Bliss Georgiana Jor1 be ’»!»•
1
mouths in the year we invite the world to
»•!«« of these farm
even gather weeds from the mountain sides
fartm
‘•craves
nrerair,,.
dan to Herbert Calvin Phillips, both of Ellsus for their pleasure and enjoyment uud
visit
in
these
aud
other
an
used
manure.
All
be
®o«h,
increase of eo pe
to
cent, ii„rt
For tfu ir •ajoxzn#at and our
for our profit
“u *‘ODe
l»nd
alone is valued a
waste products are made into compost heaps
•1S-77 pfr
psr
loss
againi,t ^ 90 in 1W0*
from
and
by advantage, the subject of good oads should
carefully protected
creased
4
our
attention. We have
command
under
she
is
with
and
cen1,
roofs
always
weathering
tight
I) I KI>.
*n*plements am
tt*cbiuerv
the State, and a
M per ceut.
tight floors, whey they are mixed and molded J 2$,A00 miles of highway in
uud
many of them AY'ERILL—At
generation-has
in
condition
for
previous
until
plant
proper
anl,n»1*.
together
Poultry,
<1 per
j very g neraliy with verylined
Steuben. Jan 13, Dr Henry Di
walls.
stone
good
with
a
contrast
the
extravagaut
food. Quite
*T*'»*« vulue of ou
**'«<.
AveriM, of Bar Harbor.
near by. it is a simple
*•
»l »“ s
S' >C
practice with the manures of our State which With electric eurrent
Plmc'd dnublr
BARRON—At West Ellsworth, Jan 15, Asa S
these walls into the very
U !i
h*. pre.tlcaliy
are thrown out into the open weather aud I matter to transform
dnW IS70.
best
of
materia).
Barron, aged 82 years.
road-building
i
aud
to
waste
allowed
burniug
by leeching
We commenced on this problem of good
CHANDLER-At Nobleboro, Jan 18, Fred W
Of oyer niuetee
until practically useless, and then we read
roails in 1896. and it was not till 1905 that we
about
six
in
over $4,500,000 for
State
1910
end
the
that
Chandler,
°°y
one.fourth
IU’
speuds
formerly of Bar Harbor.
a,
decided to take hold of the problem. It took
ore in
In farme,
farm,, but <c
phosphates.
only
CURTIS—At East Bluehill, Jan 6. Earle Curor 11 8-10
We read too about our land being old aud I us ten years to awake to its importance.
per cent, <
tis.
17
•hole
aged
years.
Bince 1906 we have made some progress yet
11 *»
worn out. and about abandoned farms and
y tn lorproved lam
most
I read that we have #60,000 left over from the COOMBS—At East Bucksport, Jan 11, Mrs
>»' oeut
*° note that oyer I
we have but to turn our eyes to any country
Orrin coombs, aged 60 years.
farm, are operated b
of Europe or auy of the older sections of the appropriation of 1910 and a like amount from
iii,i
has been unexpem ed. Why we GRbGO At
««< by
aud lc« than 8 p<
Dedham, Jan 14, Frank Gregg, of
globe to note the ridiculousness of the propo- 1911 which
“•V™
to talk ahont trunk lines and leave
Umt "•** of the“ »'
East Holdeu, aged about 50 years.
sition. If we can accomplish what we have continue
m.
this
in the treasury is a puzzle to me.
accomplished, what might we not do aud It is money
HATCH—At
Castine, Jan 10, Mrs Mary D
a problem you business men have before
horaea and colts have it
what may we not do iu the future when our
Hatch, aged 88 years, 3 mouths, 4 days
minds are turned upon the true economic
P*r °«Dt* in valui
2
should
to
we
not
ask
Why
Congress
help HODGDON—At Pretty Marsh, Jan 3, Edgar
•wine 88 percent
in<1 poaltrv so
conditions of the greatest of all industries?..
barrel for good
W Hodgdon, aged 18 years. V months, 8
days.
Let me cite you ao instance of what has us from the national pork
sh«p
roads, as we do for the improvement of our
[Corrected.)
been actually done in our State in the last
rivers
and
harbors?
Tbe
general government HOWARD
At North Deer Isle. Jan 12,
*r® native whit.
two vears by real skill and scientific farming,
drives i's rural free delivery stage over these
wh‘ *■ »nd only
Cora L, daughter of Mr and Mrs Freeman i
but not so skillful and scientific but that any roads
twenty
n.«r.ie.
every day, and if we get the parcels
white
L. Howard, aged 3 years.
Our populatloi
man may practise it.
1°.
in the near future, as we surely shall,
ot 2^°° nnd more a
rbf.ii ,nrt tb
About twenty years ago. Chancellor Day
JOYCE—At
Bar Harbor, Jan 14, Clarence A
will have a
interest in oar highway.
bought a farm ana set out an orchard of about Any system ofgreater
of Atlantic, age*i 56 years.
Joyce,
that
J Ul¥,fled.
taxation
can
be
devised
of
Monmouth
there ®
two thousand trees in tbe town
for
the
of
these
roads
must
MADDOGK8—At North Ellsworth, Jan 17, Mrs
improvement
In
Oe.lrte. auric
He built an elegant set of buildings on the
» necessarily bear hard
upon our people f«>r a
**1' ootnethlog of
Lacy A Haddocks.aged 6*1 years.
place. The tree* grew up in the grassland time.
n '* In but
Ninety-three per cent- of these roads STOVER At East Franklin, J*n 11, F Bart
“ot *o*n* over the
without cultivation, without being fertilised, j are in tbe
detail
town
and
7
cent,
in the
CMII. hot give you a few lao
only
per
Stover, aged 63. years,
or being sprayed, pruned, or cared for in any |
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The celebrated Boick car fcr 1912 is on the market with KIV K
MODI 1.8—two runabout; three touring car. We are selling
agents. The features of these cars are such that no intending
purchaser should fail to become familiar with them. We are
prepared to show every detail.
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COMPLETE l_IIMe OF*
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JSd

LIGHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

$1,800.

5 Models—$850 to

Foundry & Machine Works,

Ellsworth

a

cTT

r.

1912

BUICK

poaeibilltlea
iaek-gronnd.

Water Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

<<nmnrit*of

GARAGE

repairing with all speed.

and every tool needed to do

—

Iraability

§

—

n

“It is

—

Two story bouse, -shed and large stable, all connected with
lights, andj;.i bout 1 acre ol land. A bargain on easy terms.

=

EL.L.SWORTIH,

Twenty Years’ Experience.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
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Bring,

send your Furs by express to
us, and get highest market prices from reFlXTLKBS.
liable people. Write us wbat you have.
Estimates on Wiring sod Supplies Cheerfully dives 1
BANQOR TALLOW CO.,
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth
146 Broad Street.
Estey Budding, iute St..
Bangor. Maine

ELECTRICAL supplies

or

AND

|

O O A T S

FUR

For quality and price mv
Block cannot be excelled.

Well selected line of Neckwear being closed out cheap

Commiagion fHercbants.
The advertisements below represent some of
the leadintt houses of New England.
Our
readers will doubtless find them 01 value.

Clothing Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired
DAVID FRIEND.
Main

Street.

Ellsworth'

Anyone

V

troubled with

can

obtain

BOSTON

Emission merchant5

e: o z e: m a

WANT

a cure.

APPLES

Write with stamp to Mrs. Warren
South Brooksvllle, Me.

Hutchinson,

C'

C. MORRISON, M
Bangoi,

241 State St.,

Me.

EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT.
LARGE ASSORTMENT OP

J)R.

GLASSES.

a. m. to 3

p. m.
Sundays by

C.

Appointment.

E.

HOLT,
Dentist,
Maine.

Bangor,
OFFICE:
23 Hammond 8t.
Office hours

»

RESIDENCE.
25 Pouneeuth 81
to 12.15 ; I to 5.

Evenings by appointment

SCOTT

II.

ALICE

8PKCIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deoosii & Trust Co of Portland. for furnishing Probate and Surety Ronds
Ageut Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Dor. Mam and Water sts. (over Moore's Drur
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

WALLACE!

R.

HINCKLEY

ARCHITECT
Offloo,

Bluehill,

Dressed Lambs and Calves

D.

SPECIAL WORK ON

Office Hours: 9

Poultry and Eggs

POTATOES

Profraaional Carbe.

—

j

FURS!

Lines of

Malno

To Ellsworth

Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY EGUS.
Top Market Prices
Prompt Returns.

BERRIES

—

WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE
CHAPIN BROS.,
107-109 So. Market St.. Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market
quotations on request.

DEAL

LAWRENCE & CO.
Established 1863

Wholesale
OULTRY,

Commission
Eoas. FRUIT,

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Boston, MassMarket.
Stencils, etc., furnished on application.

Fmneuil hall

Hall & Cole

Fruit and Produce Conmuss ou Merchants
Apples, Potatoes and Cranberries
our

Specialties

100-102 Paneull Hall Market,
BOHTON
Send for Steuclls and weekly market report.

MAINE
a

The merchant who does not advertise in
dull

season

makes it

more

those who do advertise.

HAY

Specialty

W. J.

a

Merchants
PRODUCE

SHIP A SAMPLE CAR TO

Phone 3 11

rat

Maiu‘b*rk!»t*'o*f
7hit?

CARLES HAIR STORE,
Si5 A Congress St.,
Portland, fie.

ELECTRICAL JESS<r

or.rd”^orut°*ot‘wMie

i.,ra lorelen!ho?n1*' v6^14

goods.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.
Kllswo rth. Me
Estey Building. StateSL.

f*"*".*“

«nXi«,ab^»,\
a.<w?witlb
tit.
,*2“aew/i^*
Mr
h-.i’V
2«Ve ^cr<iM«d
)*** luclHm-^
w,T*,tk
"e, wh?,Khbal!diB*"-

Fine quality only, sent on approval to responsible parties, at the lowest prices for the finest

All kinds of lanndry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

oAhe-i*

eu«ir»€n?51r
urmt.ti?II,.wblch
»aehiiJl?pert/*luc,udlB
ttsehi^i'-Tptrl/’.liuclud,nlf
Ustceoan^’rma

WA8HKB."

PAY, NO

WO

that,Tlow»d

1**1910*

Human Hair Goods
Laundry and Bath Rooms.

Steam

j*a

iDosi*?!
KwiiiiiS?*?1
thinkhfr*?5,a

Ellsworth

Main Street.

Telephone 5-5.
ELLSWORTH

|

—

range or a fur-

J. P. ELDRIDGE,

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

I

iff!?"®®*

a

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

Telephone
Personal attention to all details.
or mall orders promptly attended to.

roint

«.

Whether it’s

PRICES'

nace—if it is a

Sare

...

=

CLARION,

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; ;HO,NEST

1

.....

MAINE

....

Hot Water Heating, Furnace

Ztber

Reemphasized

£
=

THE—-

Work and

|

j.w>at
Pjvwnt

I

city water and electric

PLUMBING,

Scars—

inspiring.

=

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

—

|

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,

=

public

Jirice

insured;

1C. W. & F. L. MASON

uiv

Boy

it is better to be
to lie sure;
it is best to be insured” with

good

=

profitable for

PHELPS,

Chamber of Commerce Building. Boston, Mass.
Reference. Beacon Trust Company.

Mllp-ci lilt lor

1'hk AmhkjoaN

COUNTY NEWS.
BROOKLIN.
Frank Cc’.e has gone to Boston tor

Mrs.
a

few
A.

Kev.

is home.

resigned
Baptist church, to

Small

E. E.

of the

pastorate

the

has

take

effect Jan. 28.
Bert Marks cams home Sunday from
New London, Conn., where be has been

employed

fire

on

on a

tug.

Fred Hamilton and wife have returned
from Hopedale, Mass., where they have
been
daughter, Mrs.
visiting their

Sterling Freethey.
JOINT INSTALLATION.
Re be k ah lodge and

Center Harbor

pillows.
promptly responded to by a level-headed
fire brigade, which soon subdued the

lodge of Odd Fellows held a joint installation at I. O. O. F. hall Monday evening. The officers of the Rebekah lodge
were installed by Mrs. Eliza Herrick, D.
D. P., assisted by Mrs. Fannie Parker, of
Bluehill, as grand marshal, as follows:
Mrs. Hattie Joyce, N. G.; Mrs. Edith
Phillips, V. G.; Mrs. Rose Allen, secretary;
Mrs. belle Bridges, treasurer; Mrs. Lena
Lurvey, chaplain; Mrs. Annie Herrick,
warden; Mrs. Retta Kane, conductress;
Mrs. Neva Bridges, 1. G.; Warren Ford, O.
G.; Mrs. Alice Stanley, R. S. N. G.; Mrs.
Carrie Griffin, L. 8. N. G.; Miss Grace Tapley, R. S. V. G., Miss Eva Herrick, L. S. V.
Mrs. Lizzie McFarland, past noble
G.
grand, was presented with a past noble

grand’8 jewel.

was

SOUTH WEST

HARBOR.

chair

the heated receiver scorching the covered
smell of smoke
near it, and the

E. Cook and wife leave here tolay for Medford, Mass., to spend three
months with their daughter, Mrs. George
Bewail.

arousing the family to an investigation.
They quickly extinguished the fire.
Thomas Bragdon, of Portsmouth, N. H.,

Sunday morning the Masons went to the
Methodist church by invitation of Rev. R.
W. Brown, and listened to an excellent

visited relatives here the past week, leaving for home.Saturday.
Principal M. C. Foss and family moved
Friday to the cottage formerly owned by
the late Mrs. Lottie Gordon Whittaker.

sermon.

The alarm

flames.

before

was

the

from

Charles

Smith’s the

at Eben

same

cause,

are

recovery.

stead

on

Harbor, played
Score,
the visiting team.

25

team here Fri-

to 20

in

favor of
B.

Jan. 15.
HANCOCK.

with friends.

j

Hockamock tribe worked the adoption
legree on one pale-face at their regular
meeting Saturday, Jan 13.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Friday.
Hiram Robbins,

partially reillness, got about too
soon and has had a relapse, though a little
quiet care will probably restore him to a
measure

who had

guests of her parents, W. L. White
md wife, Sunday.
j
Sabin O. Hardison and wife have gone
to Sorrento to live with their daughter,
Mrs. Wellington Sargent.
were

a severe

of health.

William L. Gilley, who has been failing
for some months, was taken
seriously ill last week and is still in a critical condition. His friends are very glad

France

Lee,

a

disputed possession,

Violet Taiuter

parts

*ere

made

county.
Jan. 15.

but Fred

well taken,

ana

wue

uries from

tield

Stover

as

“Jerry”, brought
and

makeup. Iceserved, which was

house with his wit

Sedgwick.

Julia H.

Mrs.

Henry

of

appendicitis,

announce

engagement of their daughter Kena
to F. Earl Walls, of Southwest Harbor.

the

Marguerite

Sweet last week

John W. Blaisdell’s lumbermen comthe season’s operations|last week.
Abbott

cream

and cake

with Miss Mil-

met

Saturday afternoon.
were

Ice-

served.

The many friends of Mrs. Eunice Blaisdell regert her prolonged illness. Mrs.
Irene Gay is with her.
The blaze at Mrs. McNeil’s early Tues-

accom-

Newport,

day morning,

by burning

caused

furnace pipe, overheated
When buying

dren

bear in

a

a

soot in

receiver and

Capt. Emory E. Dodge

is

spending

the

relatives in Rhode Island.

Everett Hale, teacher of the school here,
has so far recovered from his illness as to

was

For sale

drug.

teaching.

friends and relatives of Floyd B.
Hamilton tendered him and bis bride a

Many

the

the removal of

liver,

afihrrUarmrntB.

Wby

Ellsworth

Hearing the

Women

Women

are

gradually recovering.

Cure.

often suffer, not knowing the

All will

ness.

Irregular urinary passages, weakness,
languor—
a

seeming

Together tell

of

torture of

itself.

No remedy endorsed like Doan’s Kidney
Pills.
Here’s convincing

proof

from the

lo-

cality.

retained

there

the complaint. I have also taken Doan’s
and have
Kidney Pills on several occasions
derived great benefit.
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents.
Poster-Milburu Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Bamember the name—Doan's—and take
other.

for

paper

where

'haplain,
Slodgett.

they

his

levere

brother

Stewart

Ethel Rowe is home from a busicollege in Bangor, having completed

Miss

course.

Miss Ethel Fogg and Miss Marcia Burrill are home from the Maine Central
Institute at Pittsfield because of a fire in
the dormitory, necessitating repairs.

B.

Medicines that aid nature are always
Chamberlain’s Cough
effectual.
most
Remedy acts on this plan. It allays the
cough, relieves the lungs, opens tbe aerations and aids nature in restoring the system to a healthy condition. Thousands
have testified to its superior excellence.
Sold by all dealers.

loose a

A. A.

C.

Consry

week

Arch

employed

confined to tba
bad ooid.

has been

with

a

Henderson is in very poor health.
moved into bis new

louse.

(Jspt. M. A. Eaton

Friday.

deepest sympathy

hauled up his

Mrs.

Nellie

Beede is spending a few
parents, Avery Anderson
md wife, at North Sedgwick.
Jan. U.
c.
seeks with her

D.

an

absence of

Harbor

AbbrrUsnnrntfk

private

Chest Pains
and

year.

View chapter, O. E. 8., held

Wednesday,

installation

a

about

an ex-

cellent remedy for chest and
throat affections. It quickly
relieves congestion and inflammation. A few drops
in water used as a gargle is
antiseptic and healing.

Here’s Proof

Cook; W., Rachel Haskell; organist,Orrie
Woodworth; secretary, George W. Dow;
Adah, Leah Spofford; Ruth, Jeannette
Pickering; Esther, Josephine Thompson;
Olive Collins; Electa, An nice
Martha,
Joyce.

**

I hare nwd .Kiowa** Liniment for
year* and can tonify t«> it* wonderful
efficiency. 1 have u**d it for sore throat,
croup, lame back ami rheumatism and
in every case it fare instant relsei
REBECCA JANE ISAACS.

Lucy, Kentucky.

Rex.
V

Sprains

Sloan’s Liniment is

seventy being present. Mrs. Rosie Greenlaw, the retiring matron, was the installing officer. i\i*t matron s and past patron’s jewels were presented by P. P., H.
W. Small. The officers installed were:
W, M., Harriet Haskell; A. M. Bertha L.
Saunders; t\. Villa A. Haskell; A. C.,
Elnora A. Kuowlton; chaplain, Elia D.

IVA.l DDtin

Warren Spurting went to Bar Harbor

Sunday.
Miss Klvs

Sparling is spending

weeks with her aunt.

Mrs. Charles

LINIMENT

few

a

Spurt-

is excellent for sprains and
bruises. It stops the pain
at once and reduces swell-

ing.
Elmer

Spurting was taiceu to tbe Bar
Harbor hospital Sunday, where a successful operation was performed.
His many
friends hope to see him home again aoon.
All
will

ing very quickly.
Sold by all dealers.

bop* Alonzo Bryant, of Islesfdrd,
from the operation perthe Bar
Harbor
n«s
been ill of

Prloa, 25c., BOc., $1.00

soon recover

Work

harvesting

Moan

>

s

Treatise
on the
Horse
sent free.
Address

Dr.
Carl S. Sloan

the

ice

will

crop

this week.

week is frozen

water

pipes

and extreme

weather.

Business out of doors has
been practically at a standstill. There is
more ice in the harbor than for several
years. The lobster fishermen have been
unable to get to their traps for over a
week, and no boats have arrived for
several days. Work on the
buildings at
“Wildwood farm” has been suspended on
account of the extreme cold.
Jan. 16.

Rax.
ATLAS TIC.

laulta.
Our

Is
own faith in Rexail Orderlies
strong that we offer them to yon with
our own poaitive personal guarantee, that
if they do not thoroughly satisfy yon, yoa
only need tell as and we will hand back
to yon every penny yon paid ns for them.
Therefore, in trying them upon oar recommendation, yon take no risk whatever.
Rexail Orderlies taste like and are eaten
Ilka oandy.
They do not gripe, cause
so

nausea, exoesaive looseness, or any other
annoyance. They act so easily that they
may be taken at any time, day or night.

George Bobbins snd wife, of Opechee,
They
visiting friends in Dorchester, Uses.

•re

W. A. Borns' motor boot went ashore
in the gale Tuesday night, Jan.
10, bat
received little damage.

Dapt. L. V Joyce is building a motor
boat for A. L. Black, of Baas Harbor.
Merton Stapiee is at work with him.
Mrs. Annie Sullivan, of
Eeatport, who,
with her daoghter, is
visiting her parents
at Atlantic after an absence of four
yean,
spent a week with her
brother, W. E.
Stock bridge, at Black island.
Oapt. Freeman Kent was in the harbor
Friday, Jan. 12, in his smack, and cleaned
out the lobsters
from the fishermen’s
cars, much to their relief, as the harbor
was

rapidly treeling

over.

for twenty-seven cents.
Jan. U.

I nhelms sold
a

CAPE HOSIER.
George Ames spent a few days in Belfast
last week.
School in district No.
8, taught by
Pauline Blodgett, closed

Monday.

are particularly good for children,
aged, or delioate persons. They are put in
convenient tablets in three sixes of packages. Prices 10c., 26c. and 60c.
Remember, Rexail Remedies can be obtained in this community only at oar
store—The Rexail Store
E. Q. Moose,
cor. opp. post office.

G. A. Parcher
Guarantees Hyomei
If you really mean that you want to
drive every bit of catarrh from your
nose and throat why not tn a sensible
remedy that is guaranteed to bauisb
catarrh, or money back?
If you already own a little hard rubber HYOMEI inhaler you can buy a
bottle of HYOMEI (pronounce it
High-o-me) for only 60 cents. If you
do not own an inhaler ask for complete HYOMEI outfit which contains
an inhaler; this will co«t yon $1.00.
Then breathe HYOMEI and get rid
of catarrah; relief comes
iu fire
minutes, a day’s treatment will make
a
week's treatment aud
you happy,
snuffles, mucus and hawking go, another week and good-bye to catarrh.
Try it to-day ou money back plan.
Sold by O. A. Parcher aud druggists

Roy Stewart is spending a tew days with
family at Petit Manan.
Friends of Mrs. Edith Harris will be
Frank Dyer and wife, of Addison, are sorry to learn of the serious illness of her
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Winslow daughter Augusta, of *plnal meningitis.
everywhere.
foung.
Manford Gray took hia son Wales
to
Miss Alma Stewart, who has spent the Bangor Thursday to have his
eyes treated
lolidays at home, has returned to Churles- at the hospital. This trouble resulted
.0 resume her studies at
Higgins’ classical from an accident to them a few weeks ago.
nstitute.
Miss Rosllla Dyer died at her
home Frilie brother’s

to the

lorrowing relatives.

Edgar Hjdgdon, son of
George Hodgdon and wife, of
Bayside, was held bare Sunday, Kev. E. L.
The funeral of

the late

A Hero In a Lighthouse.
For year* J. 8. Donahue, South Haven,
Hich..acivil war captain, aa a lighthousewrecks, but a queer
Keeper, averted awful
act is. he might have been a wreck, himself,
f Electric Bitters had not prevented. “They
:ured me of kidney trouble and chills.*' he
writes, “after I had taken other so called
:ures for years, without beueflt and they also
ilproved my sight. Now, at seveuty. I am
For dyspepsia, indigestion, all
eeling flue.
itomach, liver and kidney troubles, they’re
rithout equal. Try them.
Only 60 cts. at

year’s

a

eighty-one years

Willie Veague and wife returned
from
New York
Thursday, after an extended
visit.

COREA.

CENTER.

who extend their

has

ressel for the winter.

F. L. Hodgdon and wife went to Sorrento
Thursday, called by the sudden
ieath of Mrs. Hodgdon’s father, J. L.
Perry. Mr. Perry had many friends here,

druggists.

aaine.

Omar Eaton has

■

.11

Goudell; tyler, Edgar

_Crumbs.

Mrs. Maod Conner at North Brooksville
Jsn.15

enjoyed.

SOUTH BLUEH1LL.

District*Deputy Norris Heath, of Penobscot, was the guest of Roscoe Gray and
irife last Friday.
Misses Edith and FJeanor Gray visited
and

was

the

Mrs. Angie Oandage left Jan. IS for
Haesacbusetts to spend the winter.
Word has been received from Koea
Kane, announcing his arrival in Tezaa.
Jan. 15.

South Biuehii) the peat year, ie home

rbursday

banquet

Mrs. Harry Cooary is with bar mother,
vho is very ill.

lor the winter.

H.

W. W. Black has had a telephone inpast week.
Fred Newman, of East port, is spending
few weeks with John Wolvin and wife.

been

Boeton!
afternoon!

leave* one eon, who live* in
funeral wa* held Saturday

and eleven

cold

BLUE HILL FALLS.

cetel.
who ha*

a
are

Friend oontinoes about the

David

H.

Irving Carter,
it

Oh’e’eb.

Jan. 15.

Gray is with her grandmother at
Sedgwick for a few daya.
Marion Peaeiee, of North Sedgwick, ie
»t tending school in diatrict No. 6.
school*
Supt. McGowldrick visited
rhuraday in thia part of the town.
The ftehermen report a poor catch of
fish the peat week, on acooont of the

stalled in his house tbe

Jan.16.

Rockland,

Amherst,

officers:
W.
M.,
Jharles H. Babbidge; 8. W., John E. Bowlen; J. W., Harry Saunders; treasurer,
firnest E.
Babson; secretary.
Ira J.
Cousins; 8. D., Floyd Black; J. D., James
Jampbeil; 8. 8., Frank K. Ferkins; J. 8.,
k. B. Blodgett; marshal, William Cain;

Following

Lizzie

View house to tbe
Mrs. L. J. Sylvester A Co.’s

Friends of Merry Hitt, last year a partimprovement
ner of Gerald Thompson in farming, will
to
my
Kidney Pills were finally brought
be interested to learn of his marriage to
attention, and procuring a supply, I began Miss
Daisy Hitt in Richmond, Va., reaffected
a
giving them to the child. They
cently.
of
recurrence
has been no

cure, and

subscription

She

I The

week.

C.

^remonies,

North

DEDHAM.

the

a

Jennie, wife of Orrin Coomb*, of thia
place, died Thuraday, aged aixty yMri

B.

Bagaduoe lodge, F. and A. M., held an
>pen installation Saturday evening at the
grange hall. After the completion of the

WEST SEDGWICK.

store.

ness

Mrs. Stephen Kratzenberg, 23 Water St.,
Bangor, Me., says: “I llrst learned of the
merit of Doan’B Kidney Pills about nine
One of my children was afyears ago.
flicted with a kidney weakness, and although I tried a number of remedies, no
Doan’s
noticeable.
was

of

after-

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.

dear

expressed

Jan. IS.

moved from tbe Harbor

a

shape

is

Saturday

Jan. 15.

Alien.

_

Strike at the root—get to the cause.
Quickly give the help the kidneys need.

1

even-

was a

than

P

EAST BUCKS PORT.

Mrs. Clara Hodgkins is visiting her1
THE EFFECTIVE LAXATIVE.
daughter, Mrs. Gregory Eddy.
Mrs. Ralph Li scorn b, who has been ill
and
Like
Is Eaten Like
TutM
S 9. Scam mo n has four double teams the past two
weeks, is improving.
Candy.
from Ellsworth hauling to the mill.
Harry Conary left Monday for Boston,
In oar experience in the handling of
Edward Abbott killed a fifteen-months• where he will have
employment the re- drug* and medicines, we believe we have
aid hog last
week that weighed 700 mainder of tbe winter.
never had experience with any Remedy
pounds. Who can beat it?
The Congregational sewing society will that gave each great eatiataclion to oar
The past week has been the coldest week serve s baked-bean sapper
Wednesday of cuetomere ae do Kexall Orderliea. This
for several years, thermometers rang- this week at tbe home of Mrs. Amos Remedy la not like any other laxative or
cathartic. It oontaine all the good 'eetures
ing from zero to twenty-eight degrees be- Hsdley.
low.
Tbe geoeral order of the dsy for the past ot other laxatives, bat none of their

being given material

visiting friends.
Emery Ellis is visiting

Among tboee engaged in smelting here
Henry Kenney, Harry Ford, Peter Anderson, G. E. Ober and F. A. Ober.
William E. Sylvester and wife have

Jan. IS.

sympathy

She

more

was

nijrht

WEST FRANKLIN.

have been

Miss Susie Cole has gone to Sooth Binehill, where she will be, employed at Lincoln Sibley’s.

weakened kidneys.

fire.

and is

have returned from

Zknophox.

recently

Much

family,

the

sge

Saturday

Mrs. Katherine Butler has gone to Banfor for treatment of the eye.

Mrs. R. B. Staples and daughter Mildred

be

West ia home from

W. H. Pervear hee
from ■ trip to Boston.

rooms over

The

Her

commence

for their aid.

SEDGWICK.
Miss E. Josephine
Cast in*.

of

form in the

the

from

are

Backache, headache, dizziness, nervous-

no

the

Eggemoggin lodge, P. and A. Id., will
install officers this evening.

oeuse.

Each

abscess

glad to see him out again.
Jan. 15.

Women Suffer.

Many

is

an

night

child.

All

for

anything.

save

was a

Jordan,

ing
lire, Mr. and Mrs. Howard’s
oldest child, Cora L., aged about three
years, died of croup, the result of exposure

Cough Remedy is most effectual for colds,
croup and whooping cough and that it
contains no harmful
all dealers.

too late to

church

Mr.
Mayo officiating.
good neighbor, a kind hus-

U.

Jan. 8.

after the

house-warming last Thursday evening.
report an enjoyable evening.
Hawley Dow, who at one time was critiby cally ill, and had to undergo an operation

cough medicine for chilthat Chamberlain’s

mind

Mrs. Mary Qrindle and her daughter Lila
have returned from a visit in Rockland.

home at Sunset after
illness.

Eaat Hancock

Jan. 15.

_

NORTH DEER ISLE.

_

resume

to

The house of the late George C. Howard
was totally destroyed by Are last Thursday evening, together with its contents.
Freeman Howard was occupying It and
much of the household goods of Allen M.
Small were burned. The fire caught in
the roof, and had burned through before
being discovered. Mrs. Howard was ill,
and oy the time Mr. Howard had removed
her and the two children to a neighbor’s,
nothing could be done to save the house.
As soon as the fire was discovered by
neighbors, they hurried to give aid, but it

NORTH BROOKLYN.

winter with

Philip

son

is

past week.
W. K. Salisbury and wife have moved
for the winter to be with their daughter,
Mrs. E. M. King, thus enabling Mrs. King
to spend more time in the store.
Jan. 15.
R. H.

menced

The Sextette club

her

the

Donnell and wife

dred

panied

King, who has been critically ill

Stratton has assisted with the housework

FRANKLIN.
A.

Lewis

down the

Hannah H. Saundera died at her

Mrs.

bia borne at

Mail-carrier Arthur Joy had tbe misfortune to break his engine, and has been
compelled to go for the mail in a much
School closed Friday.
smaller boat through tbe severe weather
Mrs. H. T. Silsbr. who has been ill of
of the past ten days.
erysipelas, is recovering.
Ab ut eighty attended tbe honse-warmRussell Mace was home from the Univering at Mr. and Mrs. Fred Erickson’s
sity of Maine Christmas.
new home Saturday evening.
All report a
Augustus Davis and wife have gone in pleasant t»me. Refreshment* were served.
:he woods for James Ritchie.
Many useful articles were left for tbe new
Mrs. Moses Giles, who has been visiting home.
her son Jean at Levant, is home.
J*n‘
Koonbt.
Mrs. Helen Mace visited her sister, Sirs.
BEAL HARBOR.
Bernice
of
last

K. I.,
slowly improving, and where be will attend school.
sits up a part of each day.
Capt. E. B. Herrick and wife have recream and cake were
Proceeds for
followed by a social dance.
On account of the extreme cold, chnrch turned home from Brooklyn, N. Y., where
the evening, $26, which will go towards services were held Sunday in C. E. hall, they visited their daughter.
the graduation expenses. The juniors, at which is more easily heated than the
Mrs. Clara L. Bowden iB spending a few
the close of the present term, will present church.
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Waldo E,
the drama, “Valley Farm.”
Mrs. F. L. Hodgkins, who has been in Kingsbury, in Medtield, Mass.
Une Femme.
15Jan. 15.
Sim.
ill health, is improving.
Miss Grace
_._

Herrick,

team.

l)orche,tei

Maaa., recently epent a few day, with
Mr*. Howe’a uncle, E. 8. Jeliiaon.
Sympathy la eapreaaed for the family of
Dudley Martin, whoae death occurred at

AURORA.

Mrs. Augusta Taintor, who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Abbie E. Smith,
baa returned to Boston.

old-fashioned candy-pull will be a
C. E. social to be held Friday evening, Jan 19.

from the scaffold in bis

Jan.

Salisbury spent last week in
Brewer and Bangor.
Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins ia visiting rela-

feature of the

a

MT. DESERT PERKY.
w. W. Jeliiaon baa a crew of
men at
Tunk Pond cutting wood.
E. P. Rowe and wife, of

father, and will tie much missed, formed Monday at
rhe family has the sympathy of the comhospital. Mr. Bryant
munity.
pneumonia ail winter.
15.

Mrs.

; North

lodge, F. and A. M., will hold

Deer Isle high school basket ball team
played Rockland Friday evening at Deer
Isle. Score, 62 to 2S in favor of the home

Dand and

Lottie Smith and Miss urace Wood \
spent part of last week with friends in I

;

fall

Baptist

the

at

soon, Rev.

last week.

K.

a

t>arn, is rapidly gaining strength.
Frank B. -Stover, who was taken aerl>usly ill on Christmas day, died at home
here Thursday, Jan. 11. The funeral was

visit to Calais recently.
W.

Marine

Emery Pickering, who
now convalescent.

Jan. 15.

Miss Beulah Tracy was ihe guest of her
teacher, Miss Haa&l Blaisdell, over Sunday.
George W. Madison, who has been con3ned to the house several weeks by in-

j.

visuea

M.
EAST FRANKLIN.

W. Spinney and wife at Little Deer Isle

a

An

Sadie, the maid, faithful but free.

junu oeuuni

v..tipi.

and wife

tives in Waltham.
Alice Cain

All the

LAMOINE.

Capt. Fred Hodgkins

have gone to

Carl Reed, Albion Webb, Archie Bunker, Gilbert Pettee, Aivab Hlaisdell, John
Campbell, Pearl Bailey, Walter Bunker
ind Alfred Leighton left last week with
their teams for the woods in Washington

Fred Herrick
southern bauker,
Oscar Ford
James Blackburn, the colonel’s nephew,
Payson Carter
Jack Worthington, Blackburn’s rival,
Lawrence Lurvey
Mrs Lee, wife of the colonel.Alice Kane

wife

their home in Cherryfleld, after apending
the summer here, in charge of Havrey
Robertson’s bearding-house.

_

a

Mathews and

Brad.

in health

that be and his crippled wife have such
Officers of the Odd Fellows were installed
good attendants in Joseph Joyce and wife.
S.
of
George
Hagertby,
by District-Deputy
Spray.
Jan. 15.
Ellsworth, with Frank 8. Call, of Ellsworth, as grand marshal. The officers are:
SARGENT VILLE.
A. M. Joyce, N. G. ; R. Lew is Smith, V. G.;
Clarence Chatto, Bates, ’12, has returned
E. H. Bridges, finance secretary; 8. E.
to Lewiston.
“Bessie, dear, we miss thee sadly.
McFarland, recording secretary; Emery
As the lonely days go
by,
Mrs. Clara CUpp is visiting friends in
A.
F.
Bowden,
is
warden;
For
the
circle
now
treasurer;
broken,
Bracy,
One has gone to live on high
Middleboro, Mass.
H. M. Pease, conductor; Lewis Carter,
Where there is no pain or sorrow,
W here the weary all are blest.
Admiral Blake, of
chaplain; T. C. Stanley, I. G.; G. F. Gott,
Brooklin, visited
And we know you now are happy
friends here last,week.
R. 8. N. G.; John Freethey, L. S. N. G.; R.
And have found that rest, sweet rest.”
E. Bent, L. S. V. G.; A. J. Cousins, R. 8.
Miss Flora L. Bowden has returned to
Resolved, That we tender our heartfelt
V. G.; W. 8. Ford, R. 8. 8.; William Gray,
sympathy to the bereaved husband and he: school in Hull, Mass.
L. S. s.
family of our deceased sister; also that our j
Miss Elizabeth Parker is attending the
charter be draped in mourning for thirty | normal school in Castine.
SENIOR CLASS PLAY.
£
j Miss Agnes Kane has returned to her
i
?nior class of Brooklin high school ; days.
Resolved, That a page in our records be $et !
p>- «*u ed the drama, “A Noble Outcast,’* i
apart for these resolutions; a copy be sent J school in East Nortbfleld, Mass.
•>
st
O. F. hall Friday evening, Jan. j to the bereaved
family; also to the papers for
Miss Ruth Sargent has returned to
12, to a good-sized audience, notwith- publication.
Clara F. Johnson,
Waterville, where she is attending school.
standing the extremely cold evening.
Effib Coor,
Miss Elizabeth Campbell, of BrooksBbbtha C. Foss,
Following is the cast'of characters:
ville, is working for Mrs. E. E. CumCommittee.
Geiald Webster, known as Jerry the tramp,
Col Mathew Lee,

j

A younsr child of
had been very ill, is

days.
Sylvanus Haskell, who has been employed as engineer on the steamer AlleNORTH SULLIVAN.
ghany, running between Philadelphia and
Baltimore, is visiting relatives here after
Roy J. Stover and bri<V“, of Sorrento,
a

her home

covered front

v»lu»bte home taut

»

week.

8.

Jan. 16.

ing
parents, Roland Lunt and wife,
since the new year came in, returned to
her

The Great Spirit of the Universe has called
across the stream that flows at the foot of the
hill of life our beloved sister. Bessie Stratton
Walker; therefore be it
Resolved, That while we bow to the will of
the Great Spirit, we, the members of Elinee
council. No. J3, D. of P., hereby place on
record our appreciation of her valuable services in its behalf, aud do deeply deplore the
loss of one whose ready sympathy, pleasant
conversation and kindly generosity
held
place among ns; whose removal from our
midst has left a shadow and a vacancy which
will long be realized by the members of this
council.
Resolved, That' we ever cherish ^n our
hearts the memory of the faithful life she
lived; that it may be exemplified by us who
are left to mourn her loss.

Elmer Dow lost

d*j, Jan. 13. She but been • patient m.
lerer for Kvml yeart. She w»«
moch
t-arned and of high religlou*
principle.
She leave* one brother—Charles

m!

DEEtt ISLE.

I public installation at its hall Tuesday
evening, Jan. 30.
Capt. William Burns and wife, of Atlantic, are visiting their daughter Eliaa-

Byron Carpenter and wife, of Bar Harbor, are spending a few' days with Mrs. j Merrill Sadler’s lobster car went ashore
Carpenter's parents. Her mother, who has in the recent storm. He lost about 200
lobsters. The boats of \Villia Conary
been ill, is improving.
went ashore, but were
Mrs. Grace Clement, of Camden, who, md Frank Sprague
not damaged much.
with her little son Chester, has been visit*

The Boy Scout basket-ball team, of Bar
day evening.

in Rock-

three months

or

again occupying the Clark homethe Point.

COUNTY NEWS.

Harold Smith have returned to Yarmouth.
Hancock lodge, I. O. O. F., Installed ; beth at A. O. Gross’.
officers Monday evening, Jan. 8.
The Aqua Marine club is preparing the
Mrs Barbour and Mrs. O. W. Stinson drama, “Uacle Rube,” and will present it
week
were in Rockland a few days last
at the town hall soon.

Parker and wife, who have been

land,

8*
_

Basil Stinson and

Grace D. Pease, who has spent
with friends in Boston and
other cities, is the guest of Mrs. ?. C. Clark
for the winter.
Andrew

their only brother
Jan. 12.

SWAN'S ISLAND.

Mrs.

located for two

the town

>f

several weeks

The old-home friends of Mrs. Clara
Lowell, of Blaine, learn with regret of her
illness of measles, and hope for a speedy

Brook-

lin

harry-call

A

Jigelow officiating. The boy has bean a
p*eat sufferer for several years, and alhough all will miss him sorely, they feel
hat he has been mercifully released from
terrible bondage. Interment was at
Jeal Cove cemetery. Great sympathy is
i-xpressed for the orphan sisters in the loss

OlJNTY VKW>

wall paper, mantel drapery,

sofa and

Sunday

{months.

F. Blake, who has been visiting at

Brooksviile,

set

Jan. 8.

PATENTS

8.

Harsh physics react, weakeo the bowels,
chrculc constipation. Dose's Regulets
iperate easily, toue the stomach, cure coustiration. 36c. Ask your druggist for them.
iause

A

Girl’s Wud

■iff*1!1
wa
glorious but lives sre often saveddead
h«r r*«
King’s New Discovery in curing lung trouble
colds,

<

1

When given as soon as the
roupy cough
ippesrs Chamberlain’s
Cougb Remedy
vill ward off an attack of croup and
pre'ent
ah danger and cause of
anxiety.
house lids of mothers use it
successfully,
lold by all dealers.

Mi<iotgh> Ride.

f°'est 8re in th
f'2SsTnI0.p*0pl' firl ,e»r,Ql
rode horseback at mid
2J2J*1***,* *»v*d many
lives. Her

Which

ZpppSolWd“£Si*
I sained 87 pounds.”

Nothin*

“hu

so sore

ah

0ASNOW!

Notict*.

lrjjBi

mIt*

»0Dcni»nnmift.

cfttocrluBcmHicft.

Stttomtsemcm*.

SUrfiertismmu,

sStnurttMMnk

MAIN*.

or

B*"”*
borno
*, const; oom«il.«toa,f*
»nd for Ih.
It Kll.wbrlh within
l*2f£8ta
*od .‘
second Tuesday
Hancock.
,

ou the

f

oottfy.hrf

s. d. 1911. aod by adjournment on
». d. Mil.
*hd»J o' Derembcr,
me connt; oonmitMion.r. In «o,bt,.
with Sect ion M ot Ch.pter IX
A
hieing #r»t
A.~”i«mI .Utote. o' Mnln*.
0**f*£ annual! .spectton. In the month of

62

*£,&’«

ft d. 1911, of ftll thft county roads
tract* of
.Id
thereupon
land »n estimate of the Amount needed to
road* In repair »o as to be safe and
Pot «imt for public travel, have asArssed
following described unincorporated
BT**rL. #nd tracts of land In said county of
exclusive of watftr and land rethe above earned
tfor public use. for
of putting and keeping said roads in
duriog the year a. d. IMS, as follows, to

township# nodI
Bulncorpomud
county »nd bavtug

ND

annual report of
Union Mutual. Life Insurance

18.ltd
c®»WJ*J,

PORTLAND, MAINE

tSJ222.iT

sixty-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT of the
Directors of the UNION MUTUAL LIFE IN-

The

{Jjftfr

*

_,0“

town.hlp Number 7, South Division.

the sum of #64,65 as follows: Bate
.003 on a dollar. Valuation. ♦».-

..

JtiSiion.
«»*

No.
of

Nftoe

Vainatlon.

acre*,

owner.

aasioBirr

9790

119

SBfcfoSjw*

199
109
n
74

991
999
900
m
M

mi

tun

99
1 99
90
n

vos-antBurr mn>.
m
419
909

e«t of
en.Mtof
ley. Kben,
.ward O
kftr. Howard
of
—i
colift,

*}

Jt’ Sidney B,

Bd
o W
k«r.
den. Prank B
worth Lumber

999
99
94

0Qwn

1,300

oodwin. F W

Benjamin

ftrer.

ibby. Frank

8

Wihlam R
ores, Frank F
■Brier. Edward
irry. Tnotnaa
[srarorr. Jr
nith. D 0 and
Buncil. H 8
nith. Everett
Aftin.

169

JEW
160
300
100

79

Smith. Alonm
Shit*. hum. W and
Whitten, Louiae H
Boerry Wil iam

*®

Tmjr.

iQ5

135
3®
500

SL/rrMkP
lMt«b

IN
039
40
10
90
99

16,100

190
35
76
99
199
19
190
190
100

P

oye*. Frank
ill, Harsh K
111, William

440
349

170
lwo
1.000
SO
110

54
20
200

as

04
42

$38,128

fo^al aon-reaidenta, 14,488
701
fciai resident*,

i.301

$54 85
$32,428
The foregoing amount of $84.85 la to b« ex*
„pou the county road* In townahlp
15.116

Total*.

riaded
anber
B. V.

Seven in aaid county of Hancock and
fttnitb. of Bteuben. Is appointed agent to
wperlnteud «be expenditure of raid amount.

summary of the work

In other

No.
acre*,

owner.

V.Uatlon.

increase
8801,957.73
previous year,
standing at the end of 1911 at 817,978,645.38, while the
Sorplus advanced 8’4,998.07, being 81,633,444.48 when
of

an

Tax.

Greelj. K H. Hamlin,

over

the

the year closed.

H fc t'roaanisn,
Waller b (formerly
2.025
J P 0 ird*o),
500
Saab AS wall.
Wyman. Jaaper A
non.
$.236

$4,060

Tbe Premium Income for the year reached

$40 SO
10 00

1.000

027.53,

8.470

$11,620

6.780

$115

is

which

<11,754.37

Other receipts, such

20

We hereb. asaeas upon each of the eeveral
named in tbe foregoing Hat bla reapec*
tire propo tiou therein aet down of aald sum
of tuftm and we do hereby appoint Lincoln
C. Bragdou of Franklin, in aald county of
Ban oc«. aa agent U> aupertntend the expenditure of aald Amount of $U520 upon the
coaaty mad In aa d township Number Nine.
Oatow.tabip Number 10. Western Part We
M»e«i toe autn
$158 72 aa follow*: Rate of
taxation, four tu a on a dollar. Valuation,
I8M81.
No.
ValuName of owner.
Tax.
ation.
580
700
1,400
Camp-wit. A A Co,
B aiadriJ. John W
495
619
1.2*8
50
2
Emery, h^ lea
Goodato. F W
81 44
10,180
20,360
Grtei). K H. Hamlin.
H K. and J >y (Jid
eon L
5 40
800
1,800
680
Hoinun. C Vey
»50
1.700
Hoiiuan. Minnie Hom, »65
730
2 92
560
Sub, WiMaro M
TOO
1.400
Sean A "ewall,
21 68
2,710
r»
Oubutt, Jo* pb
58
kobbtut, Jauiea K
276
1 10
4
Mewart. ALA Nona. 800
4 80
1,200
Ward Broa A Wymaa.
800
1,000
2,000
Wyman J taper A
Son,
1 20
190
680
850

come

standing

at

more

a

larger aggregate,

<3,025,003.90.

this must always stand as the superlative mission, its
nsefulness having also been recently established as a
oonservator of business interests, that it can well be

expected

the volume of Insurance in Foroe will exhibit

reasonable growth year by year, yet tbe power for good
deeds which rests with the 43,229 Policyholders who
have

<62,104,245 Insurance,

and who oompose the Com-

pany as it stood at tbe e^d of 1911, stands beyond the
imagination of even those who are optimistically inclined. Every contract represents some definite
thought for the betterment of humanity, certain to be
fulfilled at some undetermined date, necessitating only
the regular payment of premiums for its ultimate consummation.

Insurance,

Tbe uncommon feature about Life
one

muoh

Cook. Mil

protection. In 1911 467 Death Claims were settled,
representing <784,813.14 Insurance. Tbis sum is *50,369.63 larger than tbe amount paid in 1910, and is due
in great measure to the fact that there were an unusual
number of deaths In the latter part of the previous
which ;neoessarily
year, the settlement of the most of
went over Into 1911. Prompt consideration and pay-

1,270

ISO

00

George
go»oio*.
McDeutt. John

l»

L

«

Hslph

m

William M. ear
Jssh,
•obertson. W H

Woodbury,

Wooster. Aaron

MO
M

2.400
•00

est, 146
60

ISO

4,163

ft 10,040

herebJ assess upon each of
22* f* named in the foregoing

|1M 10

good
tion of the imperative need of money at such times.
Other returns to Policyholders in the form of dividends, endowments, surrender values, etc., were made
during 1911, amounting to <900,391.99, the entire payfor the year aggregating
ments to Polioyholders
total paid by the Comthe
fixes
whioh
<1,685,205.13,

»»«

ih!

aX.1

wi.,0Ur

11,174 4170
16,000 OS to

*1,603

$07,004

$101 61

0»*'h.','b7

•P*ctiv,.^4me<1 *,n
a?,'wand

nUTooautj

gAT.811.by,

*J? *?id

Tesnty twof*

SB,
WelSjff* Number
of •**■!•
of

**“*•

of owner.

t^oapbeU a A Go
S*4k, WillteS M

on a

No.
acres,

Middle Division,
Hate
as follows:
dollar. Valuation,
V»luation.
320

Tax.
64
30 06

100
5,012

10,034

^b, H.,o„ 12,768

0,210
*»'

16 42

to, 531

51 06

22,040

$44,000

V°’

°vnerbCnums^“f
A®
•urn

of

$88

the
**.^.P°? e*ch ot list
his r<
foregoing
down of sal
hereby appoint Hei
in said county <
agent to superintend the er

^
0ttrwP?rwOn
hert T siiJL*nd •w*.do
Uncock*’ m
Ab*»' °*4Anrora,

•Pvctive

Premiums (leaa $2,313.19 for reinsurance)
Interest, Rents, etc..

compelled to aban*
don their policies, either by necessity or through forgetfulness. For thirty-four years Union Mutual policies have contained a provision to safeguard the interests of those thus unfortunate, after premiums for
three full years have been paid in oash, by which process muoh Insurance has been kept valid and
payments

$8,026,003

Death CUlms.

Surplus paid Policy holders.
Annuities.

108,667 63
60,068 86
34,864 36
11,67100
21,726 72
46,440 79

Insurance.
Taxes, Repairs and Expenses on Heal Estate...
Medical Examinations..
Advertising, Printing, Postage, etc.
All other Disbursements.

such payments are likely to go to families where
want is more pressing and necessity more urgent, since
lack of funds is the most common cause which brings
men to the point of abandoning Policies.
In other reports the growing volume of loans upon
Policies has been deplored. The situation Is not bet-

U. S. Government Bonds.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Bonds.

13

284,319 99

on

Notices of Death received during 1911.
New Insurance written during 1911, paid-for

$2,240,264 37
$740,163 36

basis, 2,969 Policies.$6,242,246 Insurance.
Insurance in Force, December 31,1911, paid-for
basis, 43,229 Policies.$62,104,246 Insurance.
SCHEDULE OF ASSETS.

Province of

}

rather than diminishing
of Policies for whatever

Railroad

when no other means are available, are to be commended, but indiscriminate borrowing because it is
possible under the terms of the Policy is an inadvisable

procedure. While the Company can readily make
these advances on account of the insurance, the harm
lies, from the standpoint of the Policyholder, in taking
that much of the protection away from the beneficiary,
whose later necessity for it is likely to surpass the requirements of the present.
Taxation or

premiums continues prominent as an exAdded to the already burdensome State taxeB
the
net
the

Banks.T..

Cash in Office.
Premiums in Course of Collection, Paid-for
basis (net).
Deferred Premiums, Paid-for basis (net).
Interest and Rents, Accrued and Past Due.
Gross Assets, December 31, 1911.
LIABILITIES.

79,642 37

**264,072 30
4,313,649 28

»

2,680,038 88
1,562,705 07
2,327,085 31
292,310 16
881,365 00

1,570,646 10
968,663 68
102 00

106,121
1,751,997

43
29

2,662 21
266,354 76
381 29

152,863 45
106,204 24
231,061 88
$17,978,616

38

Reserve

required to insure all outstanding
Policies.
116,013,189 00

are

(The

really only returned unused payments), the common
use of which misnomer seems to have been responsible
for the requirement that they be included in the
amount upon which the tax is paid. While not of itself large, it pnts a further distinct factor upon the coBt
of transacting the business.
During 1911 a Monthly Income Policy was adopted,
containing original and attractive features, and the

Stock.

Collateral Loans.
Mortgages of Real Estate.
Real Estate.
Bills Receivable.
Premium Notes.
Collateral Loans on Policies.
Agents’ Balances.
Cash in

25

152,260 96

Bonds.

Railroad Stocks.
Miscellaneous Corporation Bonds and Stocks..
Bank

642 60

New Brunswick Bonds and Deben-

tures.

spreading

64

226,166

Province of Manitoba Bonds and Debentures..
Province of Ontario Annuities and Debentures,
State, County and Municipal Bonds.

of borrowing
necessities may arise, trivial though they may be, and
thus, most often for insufficient cause, a mortgage is
placed upon the future happiness of the family. Loans
which are made for the purpose of meeting promiums,

reserve

of the

Company

is calculated upon a basis of
4 per cent, on business written prior to Jan. 1,1901, and 3
per cent, on business written

subsequent
All

to that

date.)

other liabilities.
Total liabilities,

332,011

92

116,346,200 92

—

Surplus,

cumber of policy formB was materially increased, all
of which should assist toward advancing future busi-

fl,633,444 46

of Bonds and Stocks made by Edmunds BrothBankers, Boston, Mass.)

(Valuation

ness.

Policyholders can help in the development of the
Company in two important ways—by suggesting the
names of people who ought to have policies and mentioning

men

who would make desirable agents.

Co-

operation of this character will be especially welcomed
by the management, and will go well toward serving
to promote the Interests of this mutual institution in
which all Policyholders should have an abiding interest.
With Arm confidence in the future of the Union
Mutual Life Insurance Company, the management believes the outcome of the New Tear will be to increase
the prosperity and advance the standing of this institution which represents so much that is good in the
ambitions of its Policyholders for protection and in the
settlements with beneficiaries when the time of matu-

tnrity

$1,686,206

Home Office Salaries and Legal Expenses.
Taxes

been paid, the Union
Mutual finds itself stronger than ever in the belief that
extended insurance is one of the most important and
valuable rights which a Polioyholder can have.
In
1911 21 such claims were paid, representing $36,000 InNo small part of the advantage
surance.
accruing
under these cases is due to the unquestioned fact that

pense.
is the corporation tax imposed in recent years by
Federal Government upon what is designated as
income, from which deduction is not permitted of
item termed “dividends” upon Policies (which

2,378 08

ToUl paid Policyholders.
Insnrsnceand Agency Expenses.

have

account

$784,81811
207,278 32
184,878 06
225,857 69

Matured and Discounted Endowments.....
Surrendered Policies and Cancelled Notes.

have enacted similar laws, so that extended insurance
in event of lapse now stands as one of the requirements
in all States where standard policy provisions have
been set forth by Statute.
Following this experience
of nearly three and one-half decades, during which
by the operation of this helpful feature 696 Claims

on

90

DISBURSEMENTS.

made which would otherwise have been lost. Known
originally as the Maine Non Forfeiture Law, this designation has gradually been omitted as other 8tates

The habit is

$2,261,027 63
773,976 37

Total,

at one time or another may be

comes.

submitted.
Fred E. Richards, President.
Arthur L. Bates, Vice-President.
Edward A. Noyes,
Frederick Robie,
Frank E. Allen,
Selden Connor,
David G. Hamilton,
J. Frank Lano,
Henry B. Cleaves,
Josiah H. Drummond,
William T. Cobb,
Edward B. Winslow, Directors.

Respectfully

Portland, Maine, January IS, i9I2.

3Lt|jal Botins.

legal Notion

11110

*“•“ “pon Mck of tb, HTcral
th® foregoing list his re*
iBttof»ui<>^ort Jonwotherein set down of said
do Hereby appoint Herhen t
of Awn. I,
ol
10
soperintend the exP4DdUnP‘«
tum of 0151.61
upon the
coontv
Township Number
*um

Insurance

loes not prosper.
Some And business
crowded with faltering! and money elusive. Such
peo-

tering.

1911.

RECEIPTS.

ers,

Portland, Maine, January 3,1912.
The undersigned have this day examined the Securities of
the Union Mutual Life Insurance Company, in the
vaults of the Union Safe Deposit and Trust Company, and
find them as stated in the Schedule.
Fred E. Richards, President.
Arthur L. Bates, Vice-President.
Edward A. Noyes,
Henry B. Cleaves,
Johiah H. Drummond,
Edward B. Winslow,
Frank E. Allen,
Selden Connor,
William T. Cobb,

J. Frank Lang,

)

j

i

Finance
Committee
and

Directors.

J

Portland, Maine, January 3,1912.
1 have this day compared the Schedule of Assets for the year
ending December thirty-first, nineteen hundred and eleven,
as found by the Finance Committee in the vaults of the Union
Safe Deposit & Trust Company, at their examination made today, and find that they correspond with the books of the

Company.
Edward B. Winslow.

Portland, Maine, January 6,1912.
This will certify that I have this day examined the Securities of the Union Mutual Life Insurance Company for
the year ending December thirty-first, nineteen hundred and
eleven, in the vaults of the Union Safe Deposit and Trust
Company, and find them as stated in the Schedule.
Andrew P. H^vey,
Insurance Commissioner of Maine.

(S

*jm
10,000

tw° mills

For the

pass in the world.

covering $1,306,680.86

Company,

Portland, Maine,
Year Ending December 81,
of

B. T. SOWLE, Manager, Ellsworth, flame.

°»®Poell,

cfiSl,.

1 on

bringing to
Every man

ple

of the

Union Mutual Life Insurance

be amazed at the beneficent work which Life Insurance
is

SIXTY-SECOND ANNUAL STATEMENT

a

in volume, distributed as it has been in

vast

mit,

•JPenditure
£sd*

S

so

ment is made a feature whenever circumstances perbusiness procedure and in recogniboth as

the several
list hie re

isretn set*
lota
srrj
to inpttiuKuu
em#rw4i»—agent
of said sum of
upon the
in the Eastern
Part of Township Numth* «;^mrHencln* M a stake marked “A’' on
of **id r°a<i and extending to
,lne of Cherry field.
Number a. Middle Division,
Bum of •»>•*! ae follows:
Bate
of
ValumW1* 0,1 •
ation $77
No.
ValuKtm. of
«en»e
owner.
Tax.
tcrii.
ation.
Geo &
SIM
0,741
6,402
18 07
3 M
3 50

i U>'
r?ab- H,>‘"

a

for

abundant illustration of the urgent need of insurance

Vein-

No.

is exercised in the selection of riBks, and

policies are
small percentage
apply
necessarily classed as ineligible, still every year gives

acres

Co,

care

of those who

IlMi00’

a A

the

factor whloh distinguishes it from other undertakings in which men participate, is the fact that its maturity is inevitable. It constructs from the greatest
uncertainty the most dependable oertalnty. While

We hereby imu up«o each of the several
o*med in the foregoing list his respective proportion the'etn set down of satd
•no oI tiflO ft, and we do
hereby appoint Lincoln C. tir*gdon, of Fran kilo. In said county
or Hancock, *s
agent to snperiuteod the expe dltare of eaid smount of 016072 upon the
Momy nsd in the Werero Part of said
Township Number Ten. to wit: Commencing
st the mat iioe of
Township Number 0, and
Mteuoine to » stake marked MAM standing on
T* northern side ol said road in said Township Number Ten.
On Townatalp Number
10. Eastern Part. We
ssmm me mm of 0i65.;o as follows: Hate of
»*»• on • dollar. Valuation,
owatre

owner.

the Total In-

Tbe purpose of Life Insurance covers so muoh more
in these days than tbe protection of families, though

4ts

Jfsme of

<2,251,-

than it waa In 1913.

interest, dividends from invest-

as

ments and rents make

owner*

Campbell,

ac-

lower level than at the close of 1910, the Assets show

On townabip Number 0. South Division
Wenteu be sum of $ltl£0. aa follow*: Hate
of taxation, ten mill* on a dollar. Valuation.
Name of

a

territory where business is transacted
varying size are the common showing.
The financial development of the Company has been
along the same steady and satisfactory lines of progress as in other years.
Although the appraisement
made by Messrs. Edmonds 3rothers, Bankers, Boston,
Mass., places the values of securities upon a somewhat

#0

$46,013,281.71,

comparatively small amounts, and so prodigious in
helpfulness, scattered as it has been over a wide area
and into thousands of communities, that one may well

this advancement is not a matter of one year but of

many.

the business at

with submitted.

increases of

Tonne. John H and
Elude?. Lewi*

conducting

snra

complished indicates pronounoed advancement in all of
the departments where financial strength and idsuranoe reliability are essential factors, these results having been secured during a period that cannot be said
to have been one of distinct general prosperity. Conditions surrounding the business of Ufe Insurance are,
however, gradually becoming normal, the public attl*
tude toward protection is again wholly trustful and appreciative, and the uses for policies are steadily broadening, tbongh the difficulties of procuring and retaining agents under the limitations of compensation established by law somewhat restrict progress.
In the department of New Insurance paid-for, where
development may really be said to start, an increase
over the previous year of 287 Potioiee and 8721,361 Insurance was recorded, the total for 1911 being 2,959
Polices, 86,242,246 Insurance.
In the Home State of Maine, New Insurance paid-for
reached 81,020,029.30, a gain of 8240,429.59 Insurance
over 1910, which may reasonably be construed as indicating the confidence and good will of the people where
this institution has long been established,'.particularly

$l 90

pany to Policyholders dnring the sixty-two years that
it has been

SURANCE COMPANY to Policyholders is here-

As in other recent years,

Tan.

omens.

160

Preble. Emerson

Company,

oandlture of mM
road* in

SSSf

nm

told

$8116 uwa tht
Townahip dumber

of

NOTICK OP

Urgal ITottoa.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of

THE

FORBOLOSDBB.

Edmund Bonn, of Sullivan,
CHARLES S. SPURLINO. late of CRANHancock county, Maine, by b*a mortfifteenth day of June a. d.
dated
tbe
deed
BERRY ISLES.
gage
1896. and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds
in book 305, page 227, conveyed to Alfred B. in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Crabtree, oI Hancock, and Barney B. Havev, given bonds as the law directs. All persons
of said town of Sullivan, co-partners in busi- having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
ness in said Sullivan, a certain lot or parcel
of land situated in said town of Sullivan, and settlement, and all indebted thereto are reimmediately.
fully described in a deed from Emma B Brag- quested to make payment
Edna M. Spublino.
don to said Edmund Bean, said deed being
Jan. 12,1912.
dated December 18, 1882, and recorded in Hanin
deeds
book
cock county registry of
186, page l», to which deed reference may be
had for a more particular description, and
subscriber hereby gives notice that
whereas said Ciabtree A Havey by their
be has been duly appointed adminis
deed of assignment dated the thirtieth day of trator of the estate of
December a. d. 1811. conveyed to the undersigned the above described mortgage, tbe note ANN MERCER STRATTON, late of HAN
and claim thereby secured, said assignment :
COCK,
being recorded in raid Hancock connty registry of deeds, book 486, page 235, and whe<eas in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All per
the condition in said mortgage is broken, and given bonds as the law directs.
demands
still remains unperformed, now therefore, bv sous
having
against the, esof
said deceased are
desired
to
reason of said hr<acb of the condition thereof, ! tatr
the same for settlement, and all in
the undersigned claims a foreclosure thereof
ebted thereto are requested to make payand gives this notice for that purpose.
ment immediately. Chahlks E. Stbatton.
Franklin, Me., Jan. 4. 1912.
Fbank E. Abbott.
Hancock, Jan. 10, 1912.

THE

ordered that liat of townehipe WHEREAS
^iuh«*by
an*d of theTorefoin* assessments thereon be
a

_1_......m.nia

therpnn

be

pai»r
in the Ellsworth American,
published
wucr® the lends lie,
the counvy
in tne
county where
orinted
*rr.
printed io
the lest
a

s

three weeks successively,
from the dete
to be within three months

of

l*KUsworthf Maine, December 19,Co1911.
)
Finn B. P*on,
ALLiKf
L. ALLM,
Mel villi* Li,
MBLVILLl
--“*n,))
William H. Shumah,

|

subscriber

9°“r’*
f°r

Hancock Co.

hereby gives notice

she has been duly appointed
The
tratrix of the estate of

JOHN
n

the

adminis-

WEBSTER, late of ELLSWORTH,
and
county of Hanoock, deceased,
E.

the law directs.
Seen bond? asdemands
against

All per
the estate
havlnx
wesew
desired
are
>1 said deceased
and all indebud
he same for settlement,
*°

fnnl

uedlate*y*1911.
Dec. 28,

BSVSfSS*?'

Hcgai Xcttcm.

legal Noticw.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of

HAYWOOD, late of BUCKSPOBT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased,and given
bonds as the law directs. All personshaving
demands against the estate of said deceased
SEWALL L.

desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Bkwall Leo Haywood.
Buckaport. Jan. 5, 1912.
are

THE

_

Sresent

subscribers

notice that

hereby give
thev have been duly appointed
THE
trices of the last will and testament of

execu-

ALEXANDER, late of ELLSWORTH,
Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the esMARY

subscriber hereby
he has been duly
istrator of the estate of

THE

JOHN D.
in

[
|

\

tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for sett lenient, ami all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imIsabel Alexander,
mediately.
Sauah Alexander.
Ellsworth, Me., Jan. 8,1912.

WHITTAKER, late ©f FRANKLIN,

the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All persons

given
aving demands against the estate of said de-

ceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
G. M. Whittakk*.
East Orland,*Me., Decd.12. 1911.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
be has been duly appointed executor
of the last .will and testament of

THE

DANIEL E.

in the county of

j

gives notice that
appointed admin-

KIMBALL, late of MOUNT
DESERT,

county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by Ihe terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the samo
for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
in the

Northeast

Geokob E. Kimball.

Harbor, Jan. 5,1912.

abbmtinntntt.

C. L. MORANG’S Department Stores
SEMIANNUAL

White

Prints

Ginghams

Outing

5c
Ladies’
Fleeced
Union Suits

36Tn!
Bleached

Fruit-of-theloom Cotton

69c

8c

Cotton
Corset
Covers

\2x/yC

Ladies'

Outing
skein Night Robes

$1 pound

75c
3615:

Lot Ladies’
Neckwear
25c and 50c

19c

I0c

Spanish yam

Dresses

10c

4c

Black

Ladies’
Heavy
House
Outing

Percales,

only

gray and
navy

10c

10c

300 yds.
Silks and

Messalines

69c
Corduory Suiting,
navy blue, brown
and green

49c

69c

Boys’

Children’s
and Misses’

Shoes at Cut Prices

«

Little Gents’

Odd styles in La
France Boots
Rubbers
and Oxfords

Ladies’

Moccasins

49c

98c

Ladies’
Felt Slippers

$2.49

98c
Men's Stetson
Shoes and

Ladies’
2 and 3 strap
Sandals

Mens* Walk-Over

Boys’

shoes,

Felts and
Rubbers

98c

$2.98

$1.19

$2.50

Oriental
Rugs, 36x72

Oriental
Patterns
Rugs, 27x54

SeamlessTapestry
Rug

Soft Top

6x9

Mattresses

$1.75

$7.50

$3.98

$2.98

odd

styles

Misses' and Children's Rubber
Boots

2-buckle
Overshoes

$1.19

98c

29c

Men’s

Broken lot of

Leather-top
Rubbers

Indian Tan
Moccasins

$2.69

39c

All 25c
Polish

Oxfords

2-piece

19c
Bed Pillows
per

pai*

$1.39

Dark
Cheviot Norfolk
Suits, worth $12
Ladie

s

Rubbers

Floor
Oil Cloths

30c sq. yard

$6.50

Our 50c Counter is Now Down to 38c, Jan. 17
Many

of the articles

llot Men's O'coats
were

$8.50 to $15
now

Shirts & Drawers

this couoter

$10 and $12
Men’s Suits

$8.50

_$7.50_
Men's Fleeced

on

Men’s
Blue
Overalls

39c

Hose,

a

day

Men’s

Men’s

Short Pant
Suits

Short Pants
6 to 9 yrs

Working

Sheep-lined

Pants

Jackets

Men’s
Pontiac
Vests

$1.98

29c

98c ==$1.39== $1.98

$3.98

98c
Wool
Flannel Shirts
12 to 13 1-2

69c

Outing

Men's Winter

Work Shirts

Weight

Boys’
heavy cotton

Union Suits

Sweaters

Men’s
Wool
Sweaters

69c

39c

$1.98

39c

Men’s 50

Men’s Blue Flan=
nel Work Shirts
75c

Goes down Ic

$1.00.
Boys’

39c

29c

worth

Boys’

BARGAINS
Men’s Aroostook

are

c

39c

IN
CAPS

EVERY
Men’s Black

Dog Coats,

Boys'

DEPARTMENT
Men’s

Negligee Shirts,
16, 16X, 17

$15

C.LMORANG
ELLSWORTH

Men’s Double Breasted

VESTS,

$1.25
Entire Line of 25c
Four=in=hand Ties,

19c

